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Abstract 

Lengthening of the penultimate syllable in a word, phrase, or utterance is common across Bantu 

languages, especially in Eastern and Southern Bantu languages. Despite the prevalence of the 

general phenomenon, there is significant cross-linguistic diversity in how PUL is instantiated. 

The aim of this paper is to describe the PUL patterns and variation in isiNdebele, a Nguni 

language spoken in South Africa. IsiNdebele is closely related to Zulu and frequently spoken 

in situations of intense contact with Zulu, but its realisation of penultimate lengthening 

nevertheless shows important differences from what has been reported for Zulu and other Nguni 

languages. In addition, penultimate lengthening in isiNdebele shows significant internal 

variation, both across speakers and across utterances produced by the same speaker. This 

variation has implications for both phonological and syntactic analyses of this language: Many 

studies of phonological phrasing in other Nguni languages use penultimate length as the main  

phonetic cue for phrase boundaries, but a strict correlation between PUL and phrasing cannot 

be confirmed for isiNdebele. Lengthening also depends on factors such as speech rate, 

emphasis, and careful vs. casual speech. 

 

Keywords: penultimate lengthening; isiNdebele; Bantu; phonological phrasing; syntax; 

information structure 

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

Prominence of the penultimate syllable in a word, phrase, or utterance is common across Bantu 

languages. Probably the most frequent realisation of penultimate prominence is through 

lengthening of the syllable, especially through the insertion of a tone-bearing mora; this 
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lengthening often affects tonal patterns (Hyman 2013:310–311). Penultimate lengthening is 

pervasive in many (perhaps most) Eastern and Southern Bantu languages in which the Proto-

Bantu contrast in vowel length has been lost (Hyman 2013), including the Bantu languages 

spoken in South Africa. Example (1) shows lengthening and tone patterns for lexically toneless 

isiNdebele verbal infinitive forms when pronounced in isolation. With monosyllabic verb 

stems, the last vowel of the infinitive prefix uku- is lengthened (1a); with other verb stems (1b–

d), the final root vowel (before the final vowel -a) is lengthened.1 

 

(1) a. úkúː-lw-a   ‘to fight’ 

 b. úkú-fîːk-a   ‘to arrive’  

 c. úkú-hlékîːs-a  ‘to make [someone] laugh’ 

 d. úkú-fíkélêːl-a  ‘to reach’     (examples from Aunio et al. 2019) 

 

Despite the prevalence of the general phenomenon, there is significant cross-linguistic diversity 

in how PUL is instantiated. The aim of this paper is to describe the PUL patterns and variation 

seen in isiNdebele.  

 

IsiNdebele (S407, ISO 639-3: nbl) is a Nguni language spoken in South Africa. It is closely 

related to Zulu (S42, ISO 639-3: zul), and its speakers often have significant multilingual 

contact with speakers of Zulu, but its realisation of penultimate lengthening nevertheless shows 

important differences from what has been reported for Zulu and other Nguni languages. In 

addition, penultimate lengthening in isiNdebele shows significant internal variation, both across 

speakers and across utterances produced by the same speaker. This inter- and intra-linguistic 

variation has implications for both phonological and syntactic analyses of this language. Many 

studies of phonological phrasing in other Nguni languages use penultimate length as the main 

phonetic cue for phrase boundaries, but a strict correlation between PUL and phrasing cannot 

be confirmed for isiNdebele. Lengthening also depends on factors such as speech rate, 

emphasis, and careful vs. casual speech. Phrase-final but utterance-medial words, and even 

words that are syntactically phrase-medial, can sometimes be produced with full PUL; in 

addition, pragmatic factors can sometimes suspend PUL. Therefore, isolated examples of 

penultimate lengthening cannot automatically be taken as indicative of syntactic phrasing in 

isiNdebele.  

 

The remainder of this section presents the phenomenon of penultimate lengthening in Bantu 

languages, introduces the isiNdebele language and speakers, and outlines the methods used in 

this study. Section 2 deals with the phonetic realisation of PUL in isiNdebele and how it 

interacts with the tonal system. The contexts affecting PUL that were examined for this study 

are presented in Section 3. In Section 4, our isiNdebele findings are compared to available data 

from other Nguni languages. Section 5 presents our conclusions along with topics for future 

research. 

 

1.1 Penultimate lengthening in Bantu languages 

 

Penultimate lengthening occurs in many Bantu languages, especially – but not exclusively – in 

Southern and Eastern Bantu areas. Hyman (2013) argues that PUL is not inherited from Proto-

 
1 Underlying H TBUs are underlined (a) whereas surface H tones are marked with an accent (á) and L tones are 

left unmarked (a). Circumflex (â) indicates a falling tone pattern on a lengthened vowel while caron (ǎ) marks 

rising tones. See Section 1.2 for more detail on our orthographic conventions. 
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Bantu, but rather developed in a number of largely areal innovations, most often occurring in 

languages that also exhibit the loss of lexically contrastive vowel length. PUL varies in its 

instantiation: Hyman’s survey of PUL describes several parameters along which languages 

differ in their realisation of the phenomenon, including the target of lengthening (utterance-, 

phrase-, or word-level), the number of length distinctions (some languages contrast two lengths, 

while others have a three-way contrast between short, mid-length, and full-length), and the 

utterance types (declaratives, imperatives, etc.) allowing or requiring penultimate lengthening. 

See Hyman (2013) for further details.  

 

The syntax and phonology of penultimate lengthening have received considerable attention in 

studies of Bantu languages, especially Nguni and Sotho-Tswana languages (e.g. Odden 1990a, 

1990b; Philippson 1998; Zerbian 2007; Cheng and Downing 2007, 2009; Downing 2010; 

Downing and Pompino-Marschall 2013; Hyman 2013; van der Wal and Hyman 2017; Zerbian 

2017, among many others). In these studies, syntactic phrasing is typically described as 

coinciding with phonological phrasing, which, in turn, is marked by penultimate lengthening. 

Penultimate lengthening is thus often described as a two-way distinction, namely, the presence 

or absence of lengthening in defined syntactic contexts. However, the phonetic realisations of 

PUL in many Bantu languages evince not merely a binary opposition, but rather three or more 

length distinctions, possibly accompanied by other phonetic cues such as devoicing, pitch reset, 

or boundary tones. 

 

In Nguni languages, the instantiation of the three main length distinctions depends primarily on 

whether a word is in utterance-final, (syntactic) phrase-final but utterance-medial, or phrase-

medial position. This distinction can be seen with the isiNdebele noun ísíphîːla ‘maize’ in (2). 

In (2a), where the word is pronounced in isolation, ísíphîːla has full length and a falling tone 

on the penultimate syllable. In (2b), where it occurs in a phrase-final position but is not 

utterance-final, ísíphîˑla has mid-length on its penultimate syllable, and still a falling tone. In 

(2c), ísíphíla occurs in phrase-medial position and exhibits no penultimate lengthening. As we 

will discuss in greater detail, other factors, such as speech rate, can also affect the realisation of 

PUL. However, the pattern seen in (2) represents the most common realisation of PUL.2 

 

(2) a. ísíphîːla#   ‘maize’ 

 b. … ísíphîˑla) goːdu# ‘... maize again’  

 c. … ísíphíla sâːkhe#   ‘... her/his maize’ 

 

Over the years, this three-way contrast has been described in the Nguni literature using many 

different terms. For example, Lanham (1960:126–127), in his comparative account of Nguni 

phonology, describes two types of penultimate lengthening “which [are] not a permanent part 

of any morph or word”, namely, “long utterance-penultimate [and] utterance-medial instances 

of imposed length bound to the penultimate syllables of words”. Cassimjee and Kisseberth 

(2001:355–356) write that ya-marked verbs in Xhosa show final lengthening “even though 

[they are] not literally final”; that is, they are not utterance-final, but phrase-final. Zeller, 

Zerbian and Cook (2017) investigate syntactic phrasing in Zulu and find that the lengthening 

induced by phrase-final, utterance-medial forms is not as salient as the PUL found utterance-

 
2 The right edges of the phrase boundaries (syntactic and/or phonological) are indicated with a right parenthesis; 

hash symbols mark the ends of utterances. See Section 1.2 for more detail on our orthographic conventions.  
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finally. However, detailed studies that deal with phenomena beyond individual verb forms are 

still lacking (Zerbian and Barnard 2008). 

 

A three-way contrast is also reported for the non-Nguni Southern African languages Tswana 

and Shona (Cole 1955; Fortune 1980; both cited in Hyman 2013:313). In addition to full phrasal 

penultimate lengthening, Tswana and Shona lengthen the penultimate syllable of every word, 

but this lengthening is not as long as the phrasal lengthening (Hyman 2013).  

 

In addition to the three commonly described lengths, some authors also refer to one or more 

additional length categories. For Ziervogel (1967:56–57), “short” vowels in Nguni languages 

(and in Sotho, Tsonga, and Venda) occur in certain ideophones and monosyllabic 

demonstratives, and these contrast with “normal” length vowels found elsewhere in non-

lengthened contexts. In the other direction, Cope (1966:30) states that he has “excluded the 

exaggerations resulting from ‘emotional overlay’” from his description of length in Zulu. This 

“emotional overlay” can lengthen vowels for pragmatic reasons. 

 

Although penultimate lengthening is a fairly well-studied phenomenon in southern Bantu 

languages, and although the three (or more) lengths have been widely noted in the literature, 

most recent studies of PUL, including those dealing with PUL in Nguni languages, treat it 

primarily as a binary distinction relevant to the phonology–syntax interface (e.g. Jokweni 1995; 

Buell 2005; Buell 2006; Cheng & Downing 2007; Donnelly 2009; Cheng and Downing 2014). 

In general, very little is noted about phonetic details or the distribution of the three reported 

lengths in different contexts beyond certain syntactic constructions (e.g. conjoint/disjoint forms 

or relative clauses); phonetic and phonological distinctions between phrase and utterance 

boundaries are not often dealt with. A significant exception is Zeller, Zerbian and Cook’s (2017) 

controlled experiment on the realisation of PUL in Zulu, in which three verb forms in both 

phrase-medial position and phrase-final but utterance-medial position were investigated. 

 

1.2 IsiNdebele language and orthographic conventions 

 

IsiNdebele (ISO 639-3: nbl) is a Nguni Bantu language spoken mostly in the Gauteng and 

Mpumalanga provinces of South Africa, with almost 1.1 million home-language speakers as of 

2011 (Statistics South Africa 2012), as well as a large population of speakers with a different 

primary home language (Webb 2002:78). Classified as S407 in the “Guthrie” coding system 

for Bantu languages (Maho 2009), isiNdebele is also referred to in the literature as South(ern) 

Ndebele or (Southern) Transvaal Ndebele. We use the endonym isiNdebele because it is 

preferred by many speakers, but we retain the English designations for other language names. 

  

It is important to note that isiNdebele differs from two other Nguni languages with similar 

names: first, a language spoken primarily in Zimbabwe and known as “Zimbabwean Ndebele”, 

“Northern Ndebele”, or (isi)Ndebele (S44, ISO 639-3: nde); and second, “Northern (Transvaal) 

Ndebele”, also known as Sindebele and Sumayela Ndebele (S408, no ISO code), which is 

spoken mostly in South Africa’s Limpopo province. The realisation of PUL in both of these 

languages exhibits several differences from PUL in isiNdebele (see Section 4). 

  

Although it has a robust community of first- and second-language speakers, isiNdebele is, 

percentage-wise, the smallest of South Africa’s eleven official languages. It was also the last of 

the official languages to be implemented as a language of education, and was first introduced 
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in primary schools in the 1980s. It is now taught at primary, secondary, and tertiary levels. 

Furthermore, isiNdebele is spoken in situations of significant contact with other Nguni 

languages, especially Zulu, and with Sotho-Tswana languages, especially Northern Sotho 

(Sepedi; S32, ISO 639-3: nso). Despite its comparative minority status and intense contact with 

other languages, isiNdebele maintains a number of distinguishing features. For extensive 

discussions of isiNdebele from linguistic and socio-cultural perspectives, see Aunio and Fleisch 

(2019). 

 

When citing isiNdebele data in this article, we follow – with a few additions – the orthographic 

conventions of isiNdebele (PanSALB 2008; see Mahlangu 2016 for a history of isiNdebele 

orthography and additional references). As penultimate lengthening and other length 

distinctions are not marked in the isiNdebele orthography, lengthening is indicated in the 

examples with the following IPA symbols: (ː) for full lengthening, and (ˑ) for partial 

lengthening. In addition, our notation marks tone. Lexical and grammatical underlying H tones 

are marked by underlining the vowel contributing the H tone (a).3 Surface H tones are marked 

with an accent (á), a circumflex (â) indicates a falling tone pattern on a lengthened vowel, a 

caron (ǎ) marks rising tones, and L tones are left unmarked (a). The details of the isiNdebele 

tone system are still under investigation, and the tone marking in this paper therefore reflects 

our present understanding of the system. The right edges of phrase boundaries, syntactic and/or 

phonological, are indicated with a right parenthesis, and hash symbols (#) mark the ends of 

utterances. 

 

1.3 Methodology 

 

Data for this paper were collected in the years from 2015 to 2019, over the course of several 

field trips to South Africa and visits from South African scholars to the University of Helsinki.4 

This corpus includes data from numerous speakers with different geographical and 

sociolinguistic backgrounds. It was not collected as part of a carefully controlled experiment 

on PUL, and therefore the aim of this paper is to present general tendencies of PUL in 

isiNdebele rather than phonetic details as they are instantiated in controlled contexts.  

 

We analysed several types of data: first, a set of sentences specifically elicited to control for 

syntactic and pragmatic factors that might be expected to influence vowel length;5 second, a 

large body of other elicited and naturalistic data, not specifically elicited with penultimate 

lengthening in mind; and third, a large set of shorter utterances elicited to target a maximal set 

of tonal and other phonological contrasts. The first set of sentences was elicited with isiNdebele 

scholar Peter Mabena (University of South Africa) during his research visit to the University of 

 
3 Note that underlying tones are not marked in Section 3. This is because analysis of the isiNdebele tone system is 

still underway, and the more naturalistic examples in Section 3 onward pose many questions as to the morphemes 

contributing H tones. 
4 Field data was collected by Lotta Aunio, Thera Crane, Axel Fanego (né Fleisch), and Stephen Schulz from 2015 

to 2017 under the auspices of the Academy of Finland project “Stability and Change in Language Contact: The 

Case of Southern Ndebele (South Africa)” and by participants in the Helsinki Language and Area Studies 2016 

field excursion to South Africa (https://www.helsinki.fi/en/researchgroups/hals/gauteng-limpopo-and-

mpumalanga-south-africa-2016; see also Aunio and Fleisch 2019). Further data was obtained through remote 

collaboration with our South African colleagues, especially Peter Mabena. 
5 In devising this elicitation set, we used slightly adapted sentences from the appendix questionnaire in Downing 

et al. (2010), along with a set of contexts designed to evoke the parameters described in Hyman (2013), including, 

for example, vocatives, exclamatives, and yes/no questions.  
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Helsinki in 2017, while the other data come from many speakers of isiNdebele living in South 

Africa’s Gauteng and Mpumalanga provinces.6 These latter data confirm both the trends and 

the variation seen in the utterances that were controlled for syntax. 

 

We measured the length of penultimate vowels in about 2,800 words using Praat.7 The 

segmentation was made using common acoustic cues (e.g. Turk, Nakai and Sugahara 2006), 

and only contexts that facilitate reliable segmentation were measured (except in the text sample 

in Appendix A, in which all vowel lengths are marked). For example, contexts in which the 

penultimate (PU) vowel is followed by a nasal were avoided whenever possible, as defining 

segment boundaries between vowels and nasals is challenging; furthermore, nasals sometimes 

share the preceding vowel’s tone and length specifications in isiNdebele (Aunio et al. 2019). 

As there is significant inter- and intra-speaker variation, and the length distinctions occur along 

a continuum rather than falling into discrete categories, the measurements should be understood 

as illustrative rather than indicative of discrete categories. 

 

2. The phonetics and phonology of penultimate lengthening in isiNdebele 

 

IsiNdebele has a typical Nguni vowel length system: The lexical vowel length distinction 

reconstructed for Proto-Bantu has been lost, but certain lexemes and (especially) grammatical 

morphemes have underlyingly long vowels, often as a result of consonant deletion. For 

example, the noun class 10 prefix, historically ízim-, is usually shortened to íim- in normal 

speech. The remote past marker aá- is underlyingly a long vowel with a rising tone; in normal 

speech, the vowel is often shortened. Vowel length is not marked in the isiNdebele orthography, 

apart from the class 10 prefix (see Section 3.2). In this paper we mark lexical long vowels only 

when they surface. As will be shown in Section 3, lexical length may suspend penultimate 

lengthening. 

 

As noted in the introductory section, isiNdebele has at least a three-way contrast in its 

realisation of penultimate lengthening. In this section, our first aim is to describe and illustrate 

this contrast in more detail (2.1). Because the realisation of length also affects surface tone 

patterns, we then move on to describe the basics of the isiNdebele tone system (2.2) and 

interactions between tone and penultimate lengthening (2.3). 

 

2.1  Penultimate lengthening: a three-way contrast 

 

Three categories of penultimate length have been identified in isiNdebele: (i) utterance-final, 

that is, the forms in which the PU is fully lengthened; (ii) (syntactic) phrase-final but utterance-

medial, with vowel length between the fully lengthened utterance-final form and the short 

phrase-medial form; and (iii) phrase-medial, with short PU vowels. In this section, we present 

typical length realisations of the three types of lengthening. It should be kept in mind that there 

 
6 We wish to thank in particular (in alphabetical order) Peter Mabena, Ayanda Mahlangu, Ashley Masango, 

Gugulethu Masemola, Jabu Mbshweni, and Ellem Thamane. Additional speakers with whom we worked 

occasionally, and whose data may appear in one or more examples, are listed in the preface to Aunio and Fleisch 

(2019). Thanks to Jerry Malebana for providing extensive Sindebele data, used for comparison in Section 4. We 

are also grateful to two anonymous reviewers for their thoughtful comments on this article. 
7 Another option would have been to measure the whole syllable as has been done in, for example, Zeller, Zerbian 

and Cook (2017) for Zulu, and Myers (2003) for Kinyarwanda. As our data consist largely of naturalistic data not 

controlled for syllable structure and subsequent overall length, measuring vowels gave more directly comparable 

results. 
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is considerable variation in the actual amount of lengthening in almost all contexts, as discussed 

in detail in Section 3 below. It is also important to note that lengthening seems to be a continuum 

rather than a set of fixed categories. We have chosen to present this contrast in terms of three 

lengths that match with three patterns of tonal realisations described in the next section. 

 

Figures 1a–c, which depict the examples presented in example (2) above, show the word 

ísíphîːla ‘maize’ as pronounced in the three positions by a single speaker: utterance-finally in 

Figure 1a, utterance-medially but phrase-finally in Figure 1b, and phrase-medially in Figure 1c 

(each of these positions is discussed in more detail in Section 3, and the tone realisations in 

Section 2.3). While there is a lot of variation between speakers, the average length of the 

penultimate vowels for one speaker can give a general picture of the contrast. For this speaker, 

the average length of the penultimate vowels in utterance-final position is 0.26 s, while the mid-

length vowels average 0.16 s and short vowels 0.10 s. These averages were measured in 

utterances that consisted of isolated sentences. The natural text in Appendix A demonstrates 

that the clear full PUL attested in isolated sentences may be used much less frequently and less 

regularly in longer stretches of speech. PUL of over 0.20 s is realized only at the very end of 

the story in Appendix A and at the end of one sentence in the middle of the story. 

 
Figure 1a. The word ísíphîːla ‘maize’ in isolation, showing utterance-final PUL.  

The length of the PU vowel is approximately 0.25 s. 
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Figure 1b. The word ísíphîˑla ‘maize’ in phrase-final but utterance-medial position in the 

phrase Bésé mina ngipheka ísíphîˑla goːdu. ‘Then I cook maize again.’  

The length of the PU vowel of ísíphîˑla is approximately 0.13 s (while the PU vowel of goːdu 

is 0.17 s). 

 
Figure 1c. The word ísíphíla ‘maize’ in phrase-medial position in the phrase Ngibóná ísíphíla 

sâːkhe. ‘I see her/his maize.’  

The length of the PU vowel of ísíphíla is approximately 0.08 s. 

 

Figures 2a–c show the verb -betha ‘hit’ in the three positions with their corresponding lengths, 

as recorded by a single speaker (different from the speaker in Figures 1a–c). In Figure 2a, the 

future form ngizómubéːtha ‘I will hit her/him’ is utterance-final and shows full lengthening of 

the PU vowel. In Figure 2b, the verb ngizómubéˑthá ‘I will hit her/him’ is phrase-final but 

followed by a postposed object within the same utterance (ngizómubéˑthá úmfówêːthu ‘I will 

hit him, my brother’; see Section 3.1.2), resulting in medium lengthening. In Figure 2c, the verb 
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ngizobéthá ‘I will hit’ is phrase-medial and has a short PU vowel (ngizobéthá úmfówêːthu ‘I 

will hit my brother’). 

 
Figure 2a. Utterance-final form with full PUL: ngizómubéːtha# ‘I will hit her/him’.            

The length of the PU vowel is approximately 0.27 s. 

 
Figure 2b. Utterance-medial but phrase-final form with mid-PUL: ngizómubéˑthá ‘I will hit 

her/him’ from the phrase ngizómubéˑthá) úmfówêːthu# ‘I will hit him, my brother’.  

The length of the PU vowel is approximately 0.14 s. 
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Figure 2c. Phrase-medial form without PUL: ngizobéthá ‘I will hit’ from the phrase 

ngizobéthá úmfówêːthu# ‘I will hit my brother’.  

The length of the PU vowel is approximately 0.09 s. 

 

As noted, the length distinctions do not form clear categories but rather span a continuum, with 

pragmatic factors blurring the distinctions even further. Therefore, it would be useful to find 

other phonetic cues of phrasing. In Xhosa, for example, the ends of intonation phrases are 

marked with final devoicing (Bloom Ström 2022). Final devoicing is attested in isiNdebele, as 

well, but has not yet been systematically studied. While there appear to be inter-speaker 

differences – some speakers use final devoicing to mark utterance boundaries far more 

frequently than others do – final devoicing does not seem to be as prominent in isiNdebele as 

it is in Xhosa. For example, Figures 1b and 1c above show utterance-final forms with complete 

devoicing of the final syllable, whereas the final syllable in Figure 2a is somewhat devoiced 

compared to the utterance-medial corresponding syllables in Figures 2b and 2c, but still has 

some voicing on the final vowel. 

 

2.2  Tone in isiNdebele 

 

IsiNdebele has a privative tone system typical of Bantu languages (Hyman 2009). Only H tones 

function on the phonological level. That is, H tones are lexical properties of roots and stems, 

and they interact with other H tones, whereas L tones are the default surface tones assigned to 

any toneless tone-bearing units (TBU) after the phonological rules have applied. In addition to 

lexical tones, like many other Bantu languages, isiNdebele makes use of tones that are used to 

distinguish grammatical forms. Both lexical and grammatical tones interact with penultimate 

lengthening in isiNdebele (see Section 2.3). 

 

IsiNdebele’s lexical tone system differs from those of its Nguni neighbours in that some of the 

lexical tone contrasts have been neutralized. Nominal stems have only a two-way tonal contrast 

– H and toneless (Ø) stems – and the position of the H tone follows from phonological rules 

(see Aunio et al. 2019 for an account of the nominal tone system). This is the system 

reconstructed for Proto-Bantu verb roots (and most extended stems) and found in many modern 
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Bantu languages, including isiNdebele and other Nguni languages, but it is less common in 

nominal systems (Aunio forthcoming).  

 

The words in example (3) are lexically toneless. The H tone of the augment (u-, a-, or i-; also 

known as the preprefix) is spread from the augment to the stem. In (4), the words have a lexical 

H tone in addition to the augment H. The lexical H tone also spreads if there are more than two 

stem syllables (for details of the spreading rules, see Aunio et al. 2019). Examples (5) and (6) 

demonstrate the same tone sets with infinitive forms: The words are lexically toneless in (5) but 

H-toned in (6). The augment u- of the infinitive form also contributes a H tone. On the surface, 

these basic lexical tonal contrasts are often realized on the penultimate syllable. Compare, for 

example, the level H tone on the PUL in (3a) and (5a) to the falling pattern in (4a) and (6a), and 

the falling pattern in (3b,c) and (5b,c) to the level H tone in the PUL of (4b,c) and (6b,c).  

 

(3) a.  umu-ntu  →  úmúːntu#  ‘person’ 

 b.  abe-sana →  ábésâːna#  ‘boys’ 

 c.  isi-biliso  →  ísíbílîːso#  ‘yeast’ 

 

(4) a.  umu-thi  →  úmûːthi#  ‘tree’ 

 b.  aba-tlhami  →  ábátlháːmi# ‘storytellers’ 

 c.  isi-bulawo  →  ísíbúláːwo#  ‘weapon’ 

 

(5)  a.  uku-ba  →  úkúːba#   ‘to become’  

 b.  uku-hleka  →  úkúhlêːka#   ‘to laugh’ 

 c.  uku-hlekisa →  úkúhlékîːsa# ‘to make laugh’ 

 

(6) a.  uku-pha →  úkûːpha#   ‘to give’ 

 b.  uku-bona →  úkúbóːna#   ‘to cut’   

 c.  uku-bonisa  →  úkúbóníːsa#  ‘to show’ 

 

In longer stems, the lexical tone contrast is neutralized when the augment is present, as any H 

tones contributed by a pre-APU (ante-penultimate) syllable target the PU syllable and not the 

final. These facts are demonstrated in (7). 

 

(7) a.  úkúfíkélêːla#  ‘to reach’ 

 b.  úkúbónákâːla#  ‘to be visible’ 

 

In Nguni languages, tonal realisations are also affected by a set of consonants called depressors 

(e.g. Downing 2009). IsiNdebele depressor consonants are represented with the orthographic 

symbols bh, d, g, dz, dlh, j, z, dl, and gq. In addition, sonorant consonants have depressor 

counterparts that are distinguished from the non-depressors only by tone realisations and are 

not marked in the orthography. For details on the phonetic realisations of depressor consonants, 

see Schulz (ms.); for their tonal effects, see Downing and Aunio (2018). 

 

2.3  Interaction of penultimate lengthening and tone 

 

Penultimate lengthening interacts with tone realisation. IsiNdebele differs from other Nguni 

languages in that tone distinctions are often realized on the penultimate and final syllables, 

whereas in the other Nguni languages, tone distinctions are typically realized one syllable 
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earlier, that is, on the antepenultimate and penultimate syllables (Aunio et al. 2019). At least in 

fully lengthened forms, the penult has an additional tone-bearing unit, making room for 

different, often more complex, surface tone patterns (Hyman 2013:311); the lengthening itself 

is induced by phrase and/or utterance boundaries, which also condition tone realisations. In 

addition, tonal realisations are conditioned by depressor consonants. The interaction of tone, 

length, syntactic position, and depressor consonants is exemplified below with bisyllabic 

nominal stems; the same processes also apply to other parts of speech. 

 

Bisyllabic nominal stems in isiNdebele have two underlying tone types: H-toned stems and 

toneless stems. The stem H is underlyingly associated with the stem-initial syllable (e.g. the 

syllable tlha in [8a]). These stem Hs spread to the final syllable of the noun in phrase-medial 

position, as in (8a); the same process is seen in Figure 2c with a H-toned verb in phrase-medial 

position. In addition to the stem H, the augment has a lexical H tone, which does not spread in 

the case of H-toned bisyllabic stems as in (8a), as the following syllable already has a H tone. 

In toneless stems (8b), however, the augment H is the only H tone and therefore spreads to the 

penult, which is the target of H tone spreading for any pre-APU or prefix H tones (see Figure 

1c with the same tone pattern on ísíphíla). In (8a) and (8b), the tonal difference is realized on 

the final syllable. Whenever there is a depressor consonant on the onset of one or both of the 

stem syllables, the H tone is delinked from that syllable: In H stems, the depressors (dl and nd 

in [8c,d]) can lower either the first or the second/final syllable, while in toneless stems, the 

augment H is only realized on the augment itself if the stem has a depressor in the first stem 

syllable (g in [8e]).  

 

(8) a.  um-tlhami om-khulu  →  úmtlhámí ómkhûːlu#  ‘big storyteller’ 

 b.  um-sana om-khulu  →  úmsána ómkhûːlu#  ‘big boy’ 

 c.  um-dluli om-khulu  →  úmdlulí ómkhûːlu#  ‘big person’ 

 d.  aba-fundi aba-khulu  →  ábáfúndi ábákhûːlu#  ‘big pupils’ 

 e.  i-gama eli-khulu   →  ígama élíkhûːlu#    ‘big name’ 

 

In utterance-final position, the penultimate vowel is fully lengthened, allowing for falling and 

rising tone patterns, which are not usually found on short vowels (see exceptions in Section 

3.3). The utterance-finality introduces an additional conditioning factor, as final H tones are not 

allowed in this position: H-toned bisyllabic stems have a level H tone on the lengthened PU, 

but the final syllable is realized as L (9a). As before, toneless stems have only the augment H 

tone. The augment H spreads to the PU of toneless stems, but only to the first mora of the 

lengthened PU, forming a falling tone on the long vowel (9b). Whereas phrase-medial forms 

instantiate the tonal difference on the final syllable (as in example [8]), it appears on the PU in 

utterance-final forms – compare the pitch traces of the penultimate syllables in Figures 1a 

(falling) and 2a (level H). Again, H tones are delinked from syllables with depressor 

consonants, but only the first TBU following the depressor undergoes delinking (9c–e). 

 

(9) a.  um-tlhami  →  úmtlháːmi#  ‘storyteller’ 

 b. um-sana  →  úmsâːna#   ‘boy’ 

 c.  um-dluli  →  úmdlǔːli#   ‘person’ 

 d.  aba-fundi  →  ábáfúːndi#  ‘pupils’ 

 e.  i-gama  →  ígaːma#   ‘name’ 
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The middle length category, found utterance-medially but at phrase boundaries, combines the 

tonal properties of the two extremes (phrase-medial and utterance-final). The lengthening of 

the PU, although usually shorter than the lengthening at utterance-final position, makes possible 

the same falling and rising surface tone patterns as in utterance-final position. At the same time, 

the utterance-medial position licenses the realisation of final H tones, generally prohibited in 

utterance-final position. H-toned stems with mid-length have the same tone pattern on the PU 

as do fully lengthened forms, with the addition of a final H; compare (10a,b) with (9a,c). With 

toneless stems, the falling pattern of the fully lengthened forms appears on the PU (10c), unless 

the spreading is blocked by depressor consonants (10d).  

 

(10) a.  um-tlhami  →  úmtlháˑmí)   ‘storyteller’ 

 b.  um-dluli  →  úmdlǔˑlí)   ‘person’ 

 c.  um-sana  →  úmsâˑna)   ‘boy’ 

 d. i-gama  →  ígaˑma)   ‘name’  

 

Figures 3a–c demonstrate the three realisations: Figure 3a shows the utterance-final form with 

rising PU but no final H, Figure 3b has the mid-length form with both rising PU and final H, 

and the phrase-medial form in Figure 3c has only the final H. 

 
Figure 3a. The word ábádlǔːli# ‘people’ pronounced in isolation, demonstrating rising pitch 

on the syllable dlu. 
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Figure 3b. The word bádlǔˑlí) ‘people’ in the phrase anginá bádlǔˑlí) gǒːdi# ‘I don’t have 

people anymore’ demonstrating the slightly rising pitch on the syllable dlu and a H realized 

on the syllable li phrase-finally in utterance-medial position. 

 
Figure 3c. The word ábádlulí ‘people’ phrase-medially in the phrase ábádlulí ábákhûːlu# 

‘big people’ demonstrating the word final H realized on the syllable li. 

 

The realisations of lexical H tones on the penultimate and the final vowel in different utterance 

positions are summarized in Table 1. As the combinations of values for the three positions are 

different, tonal realisations can be used as a diagnostic for determining the phrase boundaries. 

However, given that tones contributed by pre-APU syllables do not target the final at all, these 

diagnostics do not work for longer words with lexical H tone or for lexically toneless words, 

even if the latter are short and have a H tone contributed by an augment.8 

 

 
8 Pragmatic effects on lengthening and tone may also blur this differentiation. For example, fully lengthened forms 

can be found in utterance-medial contexts in very slow or exaggerated speech (see Section 3.1.3), or list intonation 

may be added (see Section 3.1.1). 
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Table 1: Realisations of PU H tones in different utterance and phrase positions. 

Positions 

Realisations 

Utterance-final Phrase-final, 

Utterance-medial 

Phrase-medial 

Final H  - ✓ ✓ 

Rising PU  ✓ ✓ - 

 

3. The conditioning of penultimate lengthening in isiNdebele 

 

Having described some of the phonetic and phonological features of penultimate lengthening 

in isiNdebele, we can now move on to a discussion of particular conditioning (and non-

conditioning) environments. The main factor conditioning PUL on a word is whether it occurs 

phrase-medially or phrase-finally. This contrast is also the seminal distinction described in 

studies of Zulu, Xhosa, and other Nguni languages: PUL is taken as an indication of the right 

edge of a prosodic phrase, which also coincides with the right edge of a syntactic phrase 

(Jokweni 1995; Buell 2006; Cheng and Downing 2007, 2009; Zeller, Zerbian and Cook 2017, 

among others). Within this main division, there are factors that affect or even suspend PUL, 

including, for example, utterance type, discourse features, and pragmatic intent. Lanham 

(1960:128) describes the surface realisation of PUL as involving two layers: The first layer 

expresses the “closest syntactic bonds” and is structurally essential, while the second, 

intonational layer is more optional.  

 

In addition, PUL is subject to both inter- and intra-speaker variation. In natural speech, as 

mentioned above, phrase-medial PUs can be lengthened and phrase-final PUs can be shortened 

(see Sections 3.1.2 and 3.5); phonetically, these are realized with middle-length and short PUs, 

respectively, which makes it challenging to use PUL as the sole diagnostic of phonological and 

syntactic phrasing. 

 

In this section, we first explore the main division between PUL-conditioning and non-PUL-

conditioning environments, namely, phrase (non-)finality. Section 3.1 describes PUL (and its 

occasional suspension) in phrase-final position, and Section 3.2 describes the lack of PUL 

usually seen in phrase-medial position. We then move on to discuss in more detail some of the 

syntactic environments that affect phrasing, along with some pragmatic factors that can lead to 

(non-)lengthening that is not entirely predictable based on syntax alone. In Section 3.3, we 

describe the interaction of PUL with the conjoint/disjoint distinction, which is the most famous 

correlate of syntactic phrasing in Nguni and other Bantu languages. PUL in subordinate clauses 

is treated in Section 3.4, and Section 3.5 briefly exemplifies some of the effects of pragmatics 

on PUL. Finally, Section 3.6 summarizes the (non-)conditioning environments and points to 

areas for further research. 

 

3.1  Phrase-final position 

 

As a general rule, PUL appears regularly on phrase-final words and almost always on utterance-

final words. As noted above, utterance-final words are fully lengthened while utterance-medial 

but phrase-final words generally receive mid-length. Example (11) repeats the phrases that 
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appear in Figures 1a–b with the word ísíphîːla ‘maize’ in phrase-final position: full PUL 

utterance-finally in (11a) and medium PUL utterance-medially in (11b).9  

 

(11) a.  ísíphîːla#   ‘maize’ 

 b.  … ísíphîˑla) goːdu# ‘... maize again’  

 

In this section, we first look at constructions that are usually found in utterance-final position: 

Section 3.1.1 exemplifies utterance types that employ PUL, while Section 3.1.2 presents some 

exceptions to this general trend. Utterance-medially, phrase-final lengthening shows much 

more variation. These forms are explored in Section 3.1.3.  

 

3.1.1  Utterance types with PUL 

 

Hyman (2013) presents utterance type as one of the parameters along which languages differ 

in their instantiation of penultimate lengthening. All the examples of isiNdebele presented so 

far have been declarative, with full PUL utterance-finally. Full PUL is also found in content 

questions (12) and yes/no questions (13) without the question particle na (which is exemplified 

in Section 3.1.2.), as well as in imperatives (14) and hortatives (15). 

 

(12)  Ngubáːní)  óphekê    úmrâːtha?#  

 ngu-bani  o-phek-e    um-ratha 

 COP-who  SM.REL1-cook-CJ.PFV  3-porridge 

 ‘Who cooked porridge?’ 

 

(13) Úmnákwêˑnu)  uyíqéde    msinyaˑna)  íncwâːdi?# 

 u-mnakwenu  u-yi-qed-e    msinyana  i-ncwadi 

 1A-your_brother  SM1-OM1-finish-CJ.PFV  quickly   9-book  

 ‘Did your brother finish the letter quickly?’ 

 

(14) a.  Giːda!# 

  gid-a 

  dance-FV 

  ‘Dance!’ 

 

 b.  Muníkélé   ímâːli!# 

  mu-nikel-e   i-mali 

  OM1-give-SBJV  9-money 

  ‘Give him money!’ 

 

(15) Asídlěːni!# 

 a-si-dl-e-ni 

 HORT-SM.1PL-eat-SBJV-PL 

 ‘Let’s eat!’ 

 

Vocatives have full PUL, as in examples (16a–c). Alternatively, with some words, the final 

vowel is lengthened instead (16d). This final lengthening seems to be connected with the final 

 
9 Note that for the rest of the article we only mark surface tones. 
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falling tone but warrants further research (see other examples with final long vowels in Sections 

3.1.2 and 3.1.3). 

 

(16) a.  Yizǎˑphá),    Mabeːna!# 

  yi-z-a=pha    Mabena 

  IMP-come-FV=here  Mabena 

  ‘Come here, Mabena!’ 

  

 b.  Maběːna!# 

  ‘Mabena!’ 

  

 c.  Iːyé), bâːba.# 

  ‘Yes, father.’ 

 

 d.  Giˑdá), Siphôː!# 

  gid-a   Sipho 

  dance-FV  Sipho 

  ‘Dance, Sipho!’ 

 

Note that in example (16c), the word iːyé ‘yes’ has full PUL while in utterance-medial position. 

This also applies to other interjections, such as yěːbo ‘yes’, kâːhle/awúkâːhle ‘wait a bit/just a 

moment’, and bayéːde, a respectful greeting for a king. These and other interjections phrase 

separately from what follows and usually have PUL, often full PUL (17a). Other interjections 

have long vowels in other positions and no PUL (17b). As with final long vowels, it seems that 

lexically and/or pragmatically induced long vowels suspend PUL. For example, áːfeke, an 

interjection of surprise, has a long vowel on the APU while áwaː ‘no’ has a lengthened final 

vowel. 

 

(17) a. Ganúgaːnú)  ímáli   ngiyithólíːle.# 

  ganuganu   i-mali  ngi-yi-thol-ile 

  wish/desire  9-money  SM.1SG-OM9-find-DJ.PFV 

  ‘Look at this money I found!’ 

 

b. Áwuː)!  Uzokúbá    khoːna?# 

  awu   u-zo-ku-b-a    khona 

  INTJ   SM.2SG-FUT.I-INF-be-FV PRO17 

  ‘Oh! Will you attend [their wedding]?’ 

3.1.2  Phrase-final suspension of PUL 

 

We found only two environments, namely exclamative utterances and ideophones, in which a 

short penultimate vowel length systematically occurs both phrase-finally and utterance-finally. 

Lengthening of phrase-final and even utterance-final positions can be suspended in several 

other contexts – for example, with question particles – but significant variation occurs in how 

much shorter than expected these PU syllables are. 

 

The exclamative forms are mostly verbs in the conjoint form that are expected to occur phrase-

medially (see Section 3.3 for more details on the conjoint/disjoint distinction). In exclamative 
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usage they occur phrase-finally, where lengthening is usually expected. While in the conjoint 

perfective (18a,b) the lack of PUL could be an effect of the final long vowel with the H tone 

(see examples in [40] below), the exclamative utterance type is the only PUL-suspending factor 

in the conjoint present (18c). Example (18d) shows a non-lengthened adjective in utterance-

final position when used as an exclamative, again with a lengthened final vowel. 

  

(18) a. Íinkómo  zinónêˑ!# 

  iin-komo  zi-non-e 

  10-cow  SM10-get_fat-CJ.PFV 

  ‘The cows are so fat!’ 

 

b. Sídinwêː!# 

  si-dinw-e 

  SM.1PL-get_tired-CJ.PFV 

  ‘We are so tired!’ 

 

c. Íkhómphyúthá lé)   ísínda!# 

  i-khomphyutha  le   i-sind-a 

  9-computer  DEM.I.9  SM9-be_heavy-FV 

  ‘This computer is so heavy!’ 

 

d. Íbúdisîː!# 

  i-budisi 

  COP5-heavy 

  ‘It’s so heavy!’ 

 

Ideophones have short penultimate vowels even in utterance-final position (19a,b). Some 

ideophones also have an utterance-final H tone, which is not usually allowed (19c), and some 

have a long final vowel (19d). The full range of prosodic features of ideophones needs more 

research. 

 

(19) a. Ngěːzwa    íntó)   íthi   dusu.# 

  nge-zw-a    i-nto   i-thi   dusu 

  SM.1SG.REM-hear-FV  9-thing  SM9-say  IDE.of_falling 

  ‘I heard something fall.’ 

 

b. Wǎˑfúmana  ímâˑlí)  kwáthi   cosololo.# 

  Wa-fuman-a  i-mali,  kwa-thi   cosololo. 

  SM1.REM-find-FV 9-money  SM17.CSC-say  IDE.of_satisfaction 

  ‘When I found the money, I was satisfied.’ 

 

c. Ímbuzi)  izé    yáthí    velíyaní.# 

  i-mbuzi  i-z-e    ya-thi   veliyani 

  9-goat  SM9-come-CJ.PFV SM9.CSC-say  IDE.of_sudden_appearance 

  ‘The goat came suddenly.’ 
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d. Íphépha  élímhlóphe   bhâː!# 

  i-phepha  eli-mhlophe  bha 

  5-paper  5-white   IDE.of_whiteness 

  ‘A very white paper!’ 

 

Utterance-final monosyllables, such as monosyllabic demonstratives (20a), the adverb nje 

‘now’ (20b), and the question particle na (20c), usually shorten the penultimate vowel of the 

preceding word to some extent. The vowel of these monosyllables is often lengthened. In 

addition, all monosyllabic words attested so far in isiNdebele have either a falling or a rising 

tone, which, however, is usually realized as level H when not lengthened (as lá in 20d). The PU 

of the word preceding the monosyllabic word can optionally have some PUL, possibly 

indicating separate phrasing from the final word, as with the question particle in (20c,e), but 

the lengthening of the vowel of the monosyllabic word itself is a lexical property of these words 

and is amplified by pragmatic factors. Further research is required to determine whether the 

complex tone pattern (falling or rising tone) lengthens the vowel, or whether the complex tone 

pattern is made possible by the underlying length of the vowel in these monosyllables. 

 

(20) a.  ámágama  lǎˑ# 

  ama-gama  la 

  6-name  DEM.I.6 

  ‘these names’ 

 

b. Ngabé   ngifundǐˑle   njěː# 

  nga-be   ngi-fund-ile   nje 

  SM.1SG.REM-IPFV  SM.1SG-study-DJ.PFV  now 

  ‘I would have studied now.’ 

 

c. Ngubáˑní  óthengé    íncwâˑdi  nâˑ?# 

  Ngu-bani  o-theng-e    i-ncwadi  na 

  COP-who  SM.REL1-buy-CJ.PFV  9-book  Q 

  ‘Who bought the book?’ 

 

d. Namhlánjesi  ámánzi  lá)  áfúthuméˑle)  kodwaná ... 

  namhlanjesi  ama-nzi  la   a-futhumele    kodwana 

  today   6-water  DEM.I.6  SM6-get_warm_DJ.PFV but 

  ‘Today the water is warm, but ...’ 

 

e. Íncwâˑdi  yǎˑkhó)    nâː?#  

  i-ncwadi  ya-a-akho    na 

  COP9-book  PP9-CON-POSS.2SG  Q 

  ‘Is this your book?’ 

 

In addition to the monosyllabic words, there are some monosyllabic stems to which normal 

lengthening is not applied, at least by some speakers. For example, lápha ‘here’ was 

pronounced in all contexts without any lengthening by one speaker: utterance-medially in 

fast/normal speech (21a) and slow speech (21b), as well as utterance-finally (21c). For other 

speakers, lápha behaves as expected, with medium lengthening utterance-medially (22a) and 

full lengthening utterance-finally (22b). The same stem seems to be found in ngaphá ‘this side, 
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here’. The locative prefix nga- is short even in utterance-final contexts, while the syllable phá 

is slightly lengthened (23), again indicating that the underlying long vowel of phá is the reason 

for the lack of PUL in these words. 

 

(21) a. Faster:  

  Ísízathú) ásízelé        laphá) síyang(i)khathaːza.#  

  isi-zathu a-si-z-el-e       lapha    si-ya-ngi-khathaz-a 

  7-reason SM.REL1-OM7-come-APPL-CJ.PFV here    SM7-DJ.PRS-OM.1SG-worry-FV 

  ‘The reason that she came here (for) worries me.’  

 

b. Slower:  

  Ísízaːthú) ásízelé lápha) síyángikhátháːza.#  

 

c. Úmntázana) óboleké     ítsíkíri  yáˑkhe) uqéˑda  

  Um-ntazana o-bolek-e     i-tsikiri  y-akhe  u-qed-a  

 1-girl    SM.REL1-borrow-CJ.PFV  9-bicycle  9-POSS.3SG SM1-finish-FV  

   

  úkúdlulá  lápha.# 

  uku-dlul-a  lapha 

  INF-pass-FV here 

   

  ‘The girl whose bicycle you borrowed just walked past.’ 

 

(22) a. Íˑye), ngihlangené   naˑye)   ngaphámbi  kókóbáná  

 iye  ngi-hlangene   na-ye   ngaphambi  kokobana  

 yes  SM.1SG-meet.CJ.PFV  COM-PRO.3SG  before   17.PP.CON  

 

 ngíze     laˑphá  úmnyáka  ódlulileːko.# 

 ngi-z-e    lapha  um-nyaka  o-dlul-ile-ko 

 SM.1SG-come-SBJV  here   3-year  SM.REL3-pass-DJ.PFV-REL 

   

  ‘Yes, I met him immediately before I came here last year.’ 

 

 b. Áwaˑ), akháˑnge  ngihlángane   naye    ngaphámbi  

  awa    akhange  ngi-hlangan-e   na-ye   ngaphambi  

 no    NEG.PST  SM.1SG-meet-SBJV  COM-PRO.3SG  before  

   

  kókóbáná  ngíze    láːpha.# 

  kokobana  ngi-z-e    lapha 

  17.PP.CON  SM.1SG-come-SBJV  here 

   

  ‘No, I didn’t meet him before coming here.’ 

 

(23) Kúmákháˑza) ngapháˑ.# 

 ku-makhaza  nga-pha 

 COP17-cold  LOC-here 

 ‘It’s cold in here.’ 
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3.1.3  Other phrase-final contexts 

 

This section describes phrase-final forms typically found utterance-medially. Phrase-finality is 

the main conditioning factor for PUL in these contexts, and PUL is much less salient utterance-

medially than in the utterance-final forms presented in Section 3.1.1. In addition, PUL seems 

to be optional in most utterance-medial contexts. 

 

In canonical SVO sentences, objects are phrase-final and are expected to have PUL. In example 

(24a), the object is not final in the sentence and has medium PUL. Example (24b) shows that 

the PUL of objects is optionally suspended in phrase-final position. Utterance-finally, objects 

have regular full PUL (24c). 

 

(24) a. Báfúméné   íncwâˑdi)  ízoːlo.# 

  ba-fumene   i-ncwadi  izolo 

  SM2-find.CJ.PFV  9-book  yesterday 

  ‘They found a book yesterday.’ 

 

 b. Ngiboné    úSípho)  ízoːlo.# 

  ngi-bon-e    u-Sipho  izolo 

  SM.1SG-see-CJ.PFV 1A-Sipho  yesterday 

  ‘I saw Sipho yesterday.’ 

 

c. Ngifundé    íncwâːdi.# 

  ngi-fund-e    i-ncwadi 

  SM.1SG-read-CJ.PFV  9-book 

  ‘I read a book.’ 

 

Lengthening is also found in topicalized objects that are moved to preverbal position. In 

example (25a), íncwâːdi is topicalized and the PUL, which has full length in the utterance-final 

position (as in 24c), is reduced to medium length. As will be shown below (see Section 3.3), 

the presence of an object prefix on the verb extraposes any lexical object that follows it to 

outside the verb phrase. In (25b), the extraposed object íkûːkhu is followed by a dislocated 

subject. 

(25) a.  Íncwâˑdi),  uSípho)  úyífundǐˑlé)   ízoːlo).# 

  i-ncwadi  u-Sipho  u-yi-fund-ile   izolo 

  9-book  1A-Sipho  SM1-OM9-read-DJ.PFV  yesterday 

  ‘The book, Sipho read (it) yesterday.’ 

 

b.  Uyíphékîˑle)   íkûˑkhu) uSîːpho).# 

  u-yi-phek-ile   i-kukhu  u-Sipho 

  SM1-OM9-cook-DJ.PFV  9-chicken  1A-Sipho 

  ‘He cooked it, a chicken, Sipho.’ 

 

Like objects, subjects have optional PUL. This applies to overt subjects in SVO sentences (26a–

c), and to subjects followed by relative clauses and other subclauses (see 3.4). Subjects 

dislocated to postverbal position have full PUL utterance-finally (27a). Utterance-medially, 
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dislocated subjects (27b) are more likely to have PUL than subjects in the canonical position 

(27c).10 

 

(26) a. ÚSípho)  ufúnda   íncwâːdi.# 

  u-Sipho  u-fund-a   i-ncwadi 

  1A-Sipho  SM1-read-FV  9-book 

  ‘Sipho is reading a book.’ 

 

b.  Mina)  ngeqa   íyeːge.# 

  mina   ngi-eq-a   i-yege 

  PRO.1SG  SM.1SG-jump-FV  9-gate 

  ‘I jump the gate.’ 

 

c.  ÚSîˑpho)  úfúndé   íncwâːdi.# 

  u-Sipho  u-fund-e   i-ncwadi 

  1A-Sipho  SM1-read-CJ.PFV  9-book 

  ‘Sipho read a book.’ 

 

(27) a. Úfíké    nini  uSîːpho?# 

  u-fik-e    nini  u-Sipho  

  SM1-arrive-CJ.PFV  when 1A-Sipho 

  ‘When did Sipho arrive?’ 

 

b. Úmphékélêˑni)     uSîˑpho)  úAyaˑnda)  kwéˑnu)      ízoːlo)?# 

  u-m-phek-el-e=ni    u-sipho  u-Ayanda  kwa-inu      izolo 

 SM1-OM1-cook-APPL-PFV=what  1A-Sipho  1A-Ayanda    15-POSS.2PL yesterday

 ‘What did Sipho cook for Ayanda at your house yesterday?’ 

 

c.  USípho)  úmphékéléni    úÁyánda)    kwéˑnu) ízoːlo)?# 

  u-sipho  u-m-phek-el-e=ni        u-Ayanda    kwa-inu  izolo 

  1A-Sipho  SM1-OM1-cook-APPL-PFV=what 1A-Ayanda  15-POSS.2PL  yesterday 

  ‘What did Sipho cook for Ayanda at your house yesterday?’ 

 

Focused constituents occurring with the copulative prefix may optionally receive PUL. In (28a), 

PUL on the focused word is actually even longer than on the utterance-final word, possibly due 

to emphasis (see Section 3.5). In (28b) and (28c) there is no PUL at all on the focused words. 

 

(28) a. Mimêːngu)   ábántwána)  ábáyidlé     yǒːke.# 

  Mi-mengu   aba-ntwana  aba-yi-dl-e     yoke 

  COP4-mango  2-child   SM.REL2-OM4-eat-CJ.PFV  4.all 

  ‘It’s the mangoes that the children ate up.’ 

 

 

 

 
10 We have chosen to mark lexical subjects as separate phrases throughout this article, while remaining agnostic 

for the time being as to the underlying syntactic structures. We leave the syntactic analysis of overt subjects in 

isiNdebele as a topic for future research. See Cheng and Downing (2014) for discussion of subjects in Durban 

Zulu. 
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 b.  Bantázana) úMary)  áthúmélé    íziphó   kîːbo.# 

  ba-ntazana  uMary  a-thumel-e    izi-pho   ki-bo. 

  COP2-girl  Mary  SM.REL1-send-CJ.PFV  8-present  17.to-PRO2 

  ‘It’s the girls that Mary sent the presents to.’ 

 

 c. Lízinyo)  láːmi.# 

  li-zinyo  la-a-ami 

  COP5-name PP5-CON-POSS.1SG 

  ‘It’s my name.’ 

 

As shown in the examples in (29), words in paused lists are normally lengthened. In addition, 

list intonation with final H tone is added: For example, the word ímíthi ‘trees’ in (29b) is 

normally realized outside of list contexts as ímîːthi, with full PUL and no final H. In (29), the 

listed items have full PUL utterance-medially; this length can also be realized as medium 

length. 

 

(29) a.  ÚSípho)  uya   éDebheːní),  éKâːpá),  

  U-Sipho  u-y-a  eDurban,   eKapa,  

  1A-Sipho  SM1-go-FV Durban   Cape_Town  

   

  éPítóːrí),   éJohánnésbhêˑgé)  nePólókwâːne.# 

  ePitori,   eJohannesburg   na-ePolokwane 

  Pietersburg  Johannesburg   COM-Polokwane 

  

 ‘Sipho is going to Durban, Cape Town, Pietersburg, Johannesburg and Polokwane.’ 

 

 b. ÚSípho)  ubóné   íinyóːní),  ímîːthí),   ímícâːsá),  namáqîːna.# 

  U-Sipho  u-bon-e   ii-nyoni,  imi-thi,  imi-casa,  na-ama-qina. 

  1A-Sipho  SM1-see-CJ.PFV 10-bird  4-tree   4-rabbit  COM-6-springbok 

  ‘Sipho saw birds, trees, rabbits, and springboks.’ 

 

Phrase-final polysyllabic noun stems, especially those with four or more stem syllables, tend to 

have PUL suspended in utterance-medial contexts in which shorter stems would have medium 

PUL (30a–c). While with other types of stems there is variation in the length of the PU, the PUs 

of reduplicated stems are more systematically shortened in utterance-medial position (31a,b). 

A complete description of this variation is beyond the scope of this paper. 

 

(30) a. ímbéléthísi) / ímbéléthíˑsi)    ‘midwife’ 

 b. ámábhlekíbhodi) / ámábhlekíbhoˑdi)  ‘blackboard’  

 c. íbhedróde) / íbhedróˑde)    ‘beetroot’ 

 

(31) a.  íbhalábhala)      ‘antelope (sp.)’ 

 b. ísíphúthúphúthu)      ‘rush’ 

 

3.2  Phrase-medial position 

 

Phrase-medial words are not expected to have penultimate lengthening. This lack of 

lengthening is seen most regularly with conjoint verb forms, to be discussed in more detail 
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together with their disjoint counterparts in Section 3.3. Noun phrases show more variation and 

allow lengthening in some words that appear to be phrase-medial. Lengthening is also attested 

phrase-medially with preverbal auxiliaries. In addition to certain syntactic contexts, slow 

speech, emphasis, and other pragmatic factors may lengthen the PU of phrase-medial words; 

these pragmatic factors are discussed in Section 3.5. The considerable number of contexts in 

which PUL can occur in phrase-medial position again hampers the use of PUL as the sole 

diagnostic for phonological phrasing in isiNdebele. 

 

Conjoint verb forms phrase together with the following element and normally have a short 

penultimate vowel. In (32), lengthening does not appear on the verb itself but rather on the last 

word in the phrase, indicating the right boundary of the Complementiser Phrase (32a, also 

shown in Figure 2c above).  

 

(32) a. Ngizóbéthá   úmfówêːthu.#  

  ngi-zo-beth-a   um-fowethu  

  SM.1SG-FUT.I-beat-FV  1-my_brother  

  ‘I will hit my brother’ 

 

 b.  Bázokucúlélá    íbâːndla.#  

  ba-zo-ku-cul-el-a   i-bandla 

  SM2-FUT.I-INF-sing-APPL-FV  5-congregation 

  ‘They will sing for the congregation’ 

 

For noun phrases, determining phonological phrase boundaries using syntactic criteria is less 

straightforward than for verb phrases. This is especially the case in noun-modifier phrases 

where the modifier is an adjective, a numeral, or a possessive noun. In these phrases, PUL may 

optionally appear on the phrase-medial noun depending on the speech rate, as in (33a–c). In 

contrast, Noun Phrases in which the modifier is a demonstrative or a possessive pronoun mostly 

allow lengthening only on the modifier, as in (33d,e). Similar PUL patterns have been reported 

in Xhosa and Zimbabwean Ndebele (Lanham 1960:133), and also in PUL languages beyond 

the S languages, such as Makonde (P23, ISO 639-3 kde; Kraal 2005; Manus 2018) and 

Ngangela (K12b, ISO 639-3 nba; Maniacky 2002, cited in Hyman 2013). In sequences of 

modifiers, the non-final modifiers optionally receive penultimate lengthening, as in (33f). 

 

 

(33) a.  íimbhesí  ézikûːlu)11 

  íimbhěˑsí  ézikûːlu)  

  iim-bhesi  ezi-khulu 

  10-bus  10AP-big 

  ‘big buses’ 

 

 

 

 
11 The lengthening on the noun class prefix marks the contrast between class 9 (as in, e.g. [24c] above) and its 

plural counterpart class 10 in the orthography. Phonetically, it is actually the nasal that is lengthened, and the 

falling pitch is realised on the lengthened nasal (Aunio et al. 2019), but we follow the orthographical convention 

and mark the prefix vowels as long. Note also that noun classes 8, 9, and 10 block aspiration of the first syllable 

after the noun class prefix, hence class 10 ézikû:lu (33a) but class 2 ábákhûˑlu (33f), from khulu ‘big’. 
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 b. íimveké  ézimbiːli) 

  íimvěˑké  ézimbiːli) 

  iim-veke  ezim-bili 

  10-week  10AP-two 

  ‘two weeks’ 

 

 c. íimbhesí  zesíkóːlo) 

  íimbhěˑsí  zesíkóːlo) 

  iim-bhesi  za-isi-kolo 

  10-bus  CON10-7-school 

  ‘school buses’ 

 

d. íimbhesí  lěːzi) 

  iim-bhesi  lezi  

  10-bus  DEM.I.10 

  ‘these buses’ 

 

e. íimbhesí  zâːbo) 

  iim-bhesi  za-abo 

  10-bus  CON10-POSS.3PL 

  ‘their buses’ 

 

f. ábántázana  ábábîˑli  ábákhûˑlu  laːbá) 

  ábántázana  ábábíli  ábákhúlu  labá) 

  aba-ntazana  aba-bili  aba-khulu  laba  

  2-girl   2-two   2AP-big  DEM.III.2 

  ‘those two big girls’ 

 

Some phrase-medial words are nevertheless frequently lengthened (with medium or even full 

lengthening). It is our impression that these words are likely to be emphasised, and that this 

emphasis may be the source of the lengthening. These include the preverbal negative auxiliaries 

angéːkhe/angêːze ‘won’t, will never’ (34a) and azǎːnge/akháːnge ‘didn’t, has/have never’ 

(34b,c). IsiNdebele, like other Nguni languages, has many preverbal auxiliaries, and their 

lengthening properties are an important topic for future research. 

 

(34) a.  Kusáˑsa)  angéˑkhe/angêˑze ngisakutháːnda.# 

  kusasa  angekhe   ngi-sa-ku-thand-a 

  tomorrow  NEG.FUT   SM.1SG-PER-OM.2SG-love-FV 

  ‘Tomorrow I won’t love you anymore.’ 

 

b. Úmfáˑzi  wáˑkhe)   azǎːnge  áthúkúthêːle.# 

  um-fazi  wa-akhe   azange  a-thukuthel-e 

  1-wife  PP1-POSS.3SG  never  SM1-get_angry-SBJV 

  ‘His wife did not get angry.’ 
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c. Áwaː),  akháˑnge  ngilívuːle.# 

  awa   akhange  ngi-li-vul-e 

  no   NEG.PST  SM.1SG-OM5-open-SBJV 

  ‘No, I didn’t open it.’ 

 

In summary, although phrase-medial words are not expected to have PUL, there are many 

contexts in which phrase-medial PUL is allowed or possibly even required. This variation calls 

for further research in isiNdebele and possibly in other Nguni languages as well. 

 

3.3  PUL and the conjoint/disjoint distinction 

 

Penultimate lengthening is related to phrasing, and an important factor in syntactic and 

phonological phrasing in isiNdebele is the conjoint/disjoint distinction. Nguni languages are 

well-known for segmentally distinguishing, in certain tense-aspect configurations, verbs that 

share vP constituency with the following sentence element (including, for example, objects and 

adverbials) and those that do not (e.g. Buell 2006; Zeller, Zerbian and Cook 2017; see van der 

Wal and Hyman 2017 for a general overview of the phenomenon and numerous language-

specific discussions regarding Nguni and other languages). Verb forms of the former type are 

labelled “conjoint” (35a, 36a) and the latter “disjoint” (35b, 36b). (Non-)constituency is closely 

related to focus in many instances.12 

  

(35) a. Útlólá    íncwâːdi.# 

  u-Ø-tlol-a    i-ncwadi 

  SM1-CJ.PRS-write-FV 9-letter 

  ‘S/he is writing a letter.’ 

  ‘S/he writes a letter.’ 

  

 b.     Úyátlóːla.# 

  u-ya-tlol-a 

  SM1-DJ.PRS-write-FV 

  ‘S/he is writing.’ 

  ‘S/he writes.’ 

            

(36) a. Útlólé  íncwâːdi.# 

  u-tlol-e  i-ncwadi 

  SM1-write-CJ.PFV 9-letter 

  ‘S/he wrote a letter.’ 

  ‘S/he has written a letter.’ 

  

 b.  Útlólíːle.# 

  u-tlol-ile 

  SM1-write-DJ.PFV 

  ‘S/he wrote.’ 

  ‘S/he has written.’ 

  

 
12 The full spectrum of effects of the conjoint-disjoint distinction is beyond the scope of this article, as is a complete 

discussion of its syntactic conditioning. We therefore confine ourselves to a few general observations. Note that 

free translations of examples may offer only one of several interpretive possibilities. 
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Disjoint verb forms are always phrase-final. In contrast, conjoint verb forms phrase together 

with what follows and cannot occur phrase-finally. Generally speaking, therefore, only the 

disjoint can occur at the end of an utterance (37a vs. 37b).13 See, however, the discussion of 

exclamatives in Section 3.1.2. 

 

(37) a. Siyabóːna.# 

  si-ya-bon-a 

  SM.1PL-DJ.PRS-see-FV 

  ‘We see.’ 

  

 b. *Si-bon-a.14 

    SM.1PL-see-FV 

  Intended: ‘We see.’ 

 

The syntax of the conjoint/disjoint distinction also has implications for the semantics and 

information structure of the utterance (van der Wal 2017; Crane and Fanego 2020). In terms of 

prosody, the correlation between PUL and the morphologically marked conjoint/disjoint 

distinction is rather regular. Conjoint forms are short, while disjoint forms are usually 

lengthened. The relative length, medium or full, of disjoint verb forms depends on position in 

the utterance, speaker emphasis, and speech rate, among other factors. As described above, 

medium length generally occurs utterance-medially, and full length occurs utterance-finally. 

 

Because it correlates with constituency, the conjoint/disjoint distinction is associated with a 

number of semantic and pragmatic effects, including distinctions in focus and in salient 

aspectual interpretations. In (38), for example, (38a) is a neutral statement, while in (38b), the 

disjoint form emphasizes the fact that the speaker is working and not, for example, playing, in 

town. 

 

(38) a.  Ngisebénza  édoróbheːni.#  

  ngi-sebenz-a  e-dorobheni 

  SM.1SG-work-FV LOC-town_LOC 

  ‘I am working in town.’ 

 

b.  Ngiyasebéˑnza)    édoróbheːni.#  

  ngi-ya-sebenz-a    e-dorobheni 

  SM.1SG-DJ.PRS-work-FV  LOC-town_LOC 

  ‘I am working, in town.’ 

 

The conjoint/disjoint distinction is marked segmentally in two tense/aspect forms, as shown in 

examples (35–36), namely, the present (ya- vs. Ø)15 and the perfective (-ile vs. -é). Since the 

 
13 Halpert (2017:344) notes that in Zulu, the overt constituent following the conjoint form can be missing in some 

limited contexts, at least for some speakers. So far, such examples are not attested in our isiNdebele data. In cases 

where a syntactic complement cliticises to the verb (as with the question clitic =ni in Utjhísâ:ni? ‘What are you 

burning?’), the conjoint form is used and the final verb syllable (PU of the phrase) is lengthened. Thanks to an 

anonymous reviewer for pointing out this common exception to the rule described above. 
14 Length and tone are not marked in ungrammatical forms. 
15  Except in (35a), where we have included a null morpheme in our glosses to show the morphological distinction 

most clearly, we do not use Ø in other glosses in this article. 
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syntactic conditioning of these two tense/aspect forms differs slightly, we will discuss them in 

turn. 

 

In the present (disjoint ya- vs. unmarked conjoint), both the disjoint form and the conjoint form 

can be marked with an object prefix (39a–c), but only the disjoint form can then be followed 

by an overt object (39b vs. 39e). The conjoint form must be followed by another element within 

the same phrase (39c–d). When no object prefix is marked on the verb, disjoint forms cannot 

be followed by a lexical object (39f), although they can be followed by non-constituent items 

such as adverbials (39g). In contrast, conjoint forms without object markers can be followed by 

a lexical object (39h). Double-object constructions give rise to additional complexities, which 

we will not discuss here. 

  

(39) a.    Ngiyasibóːna.# 

             ngi-ya-si-bon-a 

  SM.1SG-DJ.PRS-OM7-see-FV 

  ‘I see it.’ 

 

         b.    Bésé mina)   ngiyasibóˑná)    ísíphîˑla) goːdu.# 

   bese  mina   ngi-ya-si-bon-a    isi-phila  godu 

  then  PRO.1SG  SM.1PL-DJ.PRS-OM7-see-FV  7-maize  again 

  ‘Then I see the maize again.’ 

  

         c.    Bésé  mina)  ngisibóná    goːdu.# 

   bese  mina   ngi-si-bon-a   godu 

  then  PRO.1SG  SM.1PL-OM7-see-FV  again 

  ‘Then I see it again.’ 

 

         d.    *Ngi-si-bon-a.  

    SM.1SG-OM7-see-FV 

  Intended: ‘I see it.’ 

  

         e.    *Bese mina  ngi-si-bon-a    isi-phila  godu. 

   then   PRO.1SG  SM.1PL-DJ.PRS-OM7-see-FV  7-maize  again 

   Intended: ‘Then I see the maize again.’ 

 

         f.     *Ngi-ya-bon-a   isiphila. 

    SM.1PL-DJ.PRS-see-FV  7-maize 

  Intended: ‘I see maize.’ 

  

         g.    Bésé mina)  ngiyasibóˑná)    goːdu.# 

   bese  mina   ngi-ya-si-bon-a    godu 

  then  PRO.1SG  SM.1SG-DJ.PRS-OM7-see-FV  again 

  ‘Then I see it again.’ 

 

         h.    Váne  ngibóná   ínyôːka.# 

  vane  ngi-bon-a   i-nyoka 

  HAB  SM.1SG-see-FV  9-snake 

  ‘Sometimes I see a snake.’ 
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As can be seen in (39), disjoint forms are usually pronounced with full PUL; this lengthening 

may be shortened in utterance-medial position. 

 

The perfective is frequently described in the Nguni literature as a perfect or a recent past. It 

typically gives rise to present-state interpretations with so-called “change-of-state” verbs (e.g. 

úlámbîːle ‘s/he is hungry’). As noted above, disjoint perfective forms end with -ile and conjoint 

forms end with -é. Botne and Kershner (2000) analyse -ile forms as bimorphemic in Zulu (-il-e). 

In isiNdebele, certain interactions between morphology and semantics do not seem to be as 

clear-cut as they are in Zulu (Crane and Fanego 2020; see the following paragraph for a brief 

discussion), and we therefore remain agnostic about the internal make-up of -ile. Perfective -ile 

also occurs together with other tense/aspect forms, such as past be- (e.g. bekálambîːle ‘s/he was 

hungry’). The conjoint perfective suffix -é has H tone and underlying length, as also reported 

for Zulu (Cope 1966:32). As the form normally occurs in non-lengthening context, the 

underlying length does not surface except in, for example, careful speech. When this happens, 

the tone pattern on the suffix is falling and the preceding penultimate vowel is not lengthened; 

the lengthening appears on the final vowel in the same fashion as with some monosyllabic stems 

presented in Section 3.1.2 (see example [50b]). 

  

As shown in (40), the syntactic conditioning of the perfective conjoint/disjoint distinction is 

generally similar to that described above for the present. The conjoint -é ending occurs phrase-

medially, before a direct object or some adverbials (40a,d). Disjoint -ile occurs phrase-finally 

(40c). However, unlike in the present tense, -ile forms can be followed by a direct object even 

if the verb is not marked with an object prefix (40b);16 in these cases, polarity is emphasized 

(e.g. ‘I did eat a mango’ or ‘S/he did write a book’). Emphasis is also optionally marked with 

extra lengthening: The PU of the verb in (40e) is actually longer than the PU of the utterance-

final word (see Section 3.5). 

  

(40) a. Sitlolé    íncwâːdi.#  

  si-tlol-e    i-ncwadi 

  SM.1PL-write-CJ.PFV  9-book 

  ‘We wrote a book.’ 

 

b. Útlólíˑle)    íncwâːdi.# 

  u-tlol-ile    i-ncwadi 

  SM1-write-DJ.PFV  9-book 

  ‘S/he did write a book.’  

 

c. ÚSípho)  úyítlólíˑle)    íncwâːdi.# 

  u-Sipho  u-yi-tlol-ile   i-ncwadi 

  1A-Sipho  SM1-OM9-write-DJ.PFV  9-book 

  ‘Sipho wrote it, the book.’ 

  ‘Sipho did write this book’ 

 

 

 
16 An anonymous reviewer noted that some Zulu speakers also accept ya- forms without an object marker but 

followed by a direct object. All of the isiNdebele speakers whom we asked accepted -ile forms but not ya- forms 

in this context. A broader survey could confirm whether this pattern is a systematic difference for speakers of 

isiNdebele. 
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d. Ngikhambé   hlánu  kómlâːmbo.#  

  ngi-khamb-e   hlanu  kwa-um-lambo 

  SM.1SG-walk-CJ.PFV  beside  PP17-3-river 

  ‘I walked near the river.’ 

 

e. Ngikhambǐːlé)   hlánu  kómlâːmbo.# 

  ngi-khamb-ile   hlanu  kwa-um-lambo 

  SM.1SG-walk-DJ.PFV  beside  PP17-3-river 

  ‘I did walk near the river.’ 

  

In forms with -ile, the conjoint/disjoint distinction can be morphologically obscured due to 

imbrication, a morphophonological process whereby -ile becomes intertwined with the verb 

stem rather than directly suffixed to it (see Bastin 1983). With imbricated forms, PUL and tone 

can be the only means of marking the conjoint/disjoint distinction. In literature on Zulu, it is 

frequently noted that in cases where both imbricated and non-imbricated forms are available 

for so-called “change-of-state” verbs (verbs that typically indicate a present state when paired 

with perfective morphology), non-imbricated -ile forms reference a state change that occurred 

in the past, and imbricated forms are used to describe a present state (e.g. Botne and Kershner 

2000). Although the Zulu pattern is also a general pattern, in isiNdebele, imbricated verb forms 

are often preferred even if both imbricated and non-imbricated forms are available (Crane and 

Fanego 2020). Imbricated forms can have both kinds of meaning (state change and ongoing 

state), and the interpretation depends on other contextual factors, including whether the forms 

are pronounced with penultimate lengthening.  

 

In the isiNdebele tense/aspect system, only the present and perfective appear to mark the 

conjoint/disjoint distinction morphologically. Nevertheless, it seems that prosodic marking 

makes it possible to express the same phrasing differences in other tense/aspect categories, 

despite the lack of morphological differentiation. Detailed studies on possible tone and length 

distinctions are still needed. In their study of Zulu, Zeller, Zerbian and Cook (2017) find that in 

the remote past tense and one of the future tenses, length distinctions are similar in the same 

phrasal constituency configurations as with the morphologically marked verb forms; 

preliminary study of these forms in isiNdebele suggests a similar contrast. Example (42), which 

is also shown in Figure 2 abov,) shows a future form in isiNdebele with full lengthening in 

utterance-final position (42a); mid lengthening in phrase-final but utterance-medial position 

(42b, which has an object-marked verb followed by an overt object); and no lengthening in 

phrase-medial position (42c). Example (42) also demonstrates that the realisation of a word-

final H tone is possible utterance-medially (42b,c), but not utterance-finally (42a). In (43), the 

remote past form has utterance-medial full length that parallels the emphatic function found 

with the disjoint perfective in example (40). 

 

(42) a. Ngizómubéːtha.#  

  ngi-zo-mu-beth-a 

  SM.1SG-FUT.I-OM1-beat-FV 

  ‘I will hit her/him.’ 
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b. Ngizómubéˑthá)    úmfówêːthu.#  

  ngi-zo-mu-beth-a   um-fowethu 

  SM.1SG-FUT.I-OM1-beat-FV 1-my_brother 

  ‘I will hit him, my brother.’ 

 

c. Ngizobéthá   úmfówêːthu.#  

  ngi-zo-beth-a   um-fowethu 

  SM.1SG-FUT.I-beat-FV 1-my_brother 

  ‘I will hit my brother.’ 

 

(43) Úmntwâˑna)  wǎˑkwêːnza)  átjélwa     khoːna.# 

 um-ntwana  wa-kw-enz-a   a-tjel-w-a     khona 

 1-child   SM1.REM-OM17-do-FV  SM.REL.1-tell-PASS-FV  PRO17 

 ‘The child did do what she was told.’ 

 

3.4  Subordinate clauses 

 

Subordinate clauses can induce PUL prior to and at the right edge of the subclause. Lengthening 

on the word preceding the subordinate clause, and on its last word, occurs regularly with 

conjunctions, as illustrated in (44a–c). Example (44d) demonstrates that the complementizer 

bóná also phrases with the following word and can induce PUL on the preceding word. In (44e), 

in contrast, PUL is not realized on the previous word. Therefore, it seems that lengthening at 

the right edge of subordinate clauses is more regular. The conditioning factors require further 

research.17 

 

(44) a. Váne útítjhêˑre)  agúbhe    ímígoˑdi), [mara námhlánje  

  vane  u-titjhere  a-gubh-e    imi-godi  mara namhlanje  

 HAB  1A-teacher SM1.PTCP-dig-SBJV  4-hole  but  today  

 

  akáyíguːbhi)],    [ngǒˑba  úyáfúndǐːsa].# 

  a-ka-yi-gubh-i    ngoba  u-ya-fundis-a 

  NEG-SM1-OM4-dig-NEG.FV  because  SM1-DJ.PRS-teach-FV 

 

  ‘Usually the teacher digs holes, [but today s/he is not], [because s/he is teaching].’ 

 

 b. ÚSîˑpho)  bekatlólá    íncwâˑdi)  

  u-Sipho  be-ka-tlol-a   i-ncwadi  

 1A-Sipho  IPFV-SM1-write-FV  9-letter  

   

  [kodwaná  azaˑnge  ayitlóle      kûːhle].# 

  kodwana  azange  a-yi-tlol-e      kuhle 

  but   NEG.PST  SM1.PTCP-OM9-write-SBJV  well 

 

  ‘Sipho was writing a letter [but he didn’t write it well].’ 

 

 

 
17 Square brackets are used in this subsection to mark the subordinate clauses. We remain agnostic as to whether 

mara ‘but’ (44a) and kodwana ‘but’ (44b) introduce coordinate or subordinate clauses. 
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 c.  Údaníˑle)     [ngómbana ínjakhe)  ibhúbhǐːle].# 

  u-dan-ile     ngombana  i-njakhe   i-bhubh-ile 

  SM1-get_disappointed-DJ.PFV because  9-dog.POSS.3SG  SM9-die-DJ.PFV 

  ‘He is sad [because his dog died].’ 

 

d.  Abásána)  báˑtjéla   íkôːsi)  [bóná   úmcaˑsa  lôː),  

  aba-sana  baa-tjel-a   i-kosi  bona   um-casa  lo  

  2-boy  SM2.REM-tell-FV  9-king  that   3-rabbit  DEM.I.3 

 

  angêːze  bákwâˑzi   ukú(w)ubáːmba].# 

  angeze  ba-ku-azi   uku-wu-bamb-a 

  NEG.FUT  2-OM15-know  INF-OM3-catch-FV 

 

  ‘The boys told the chief [that the rabbit, they cannot catch it].’ 

 

e.  Ngizimisélé)    [bónaː  ngízithengéle      

  ngi-zimisel-e    bona   ngi-zi-theng-el-e    

  SM.1SG-determine-SBJV  that  SM.1SG-OM10-buy-APPL-SBJV  

 

  íkólóˑyi) ókúˑngeˑyǎːmi].# 

  i-koloyi  oku-nge-y-ami 

  9-car   REL.COP17-COP.POSS-PP9-POSS.1SG 

 

  ‘I intend [to buy myself my own car (lit. car which will be mine)].’ 

 

A morphological distinction similar to the conjoint vs. disjoint forms in the present and 

perfective can also be seen in isiNdebele relative clauses, where disjoint contexts generally have 

a final relative marker -ko (see Zeller 2004 for an overview of relative clause formation in 

Nguni and other languages of South Africa). In (45a), the relative-clause verb is suffixed by -ko, 

which also marks the end of the phrase, while in (45b), the relative-clause verb does not have 

this suffix, as it is not phrase-final. 

 

(45) a. Abántázana) [óbábónílêˑko)]    báyókúduːda.# 

  aba-ntazana  o-ba-bon-ile-ko     ba-yo-ku-dud-a 

  2-girl    SM.REL.2SG-OM2-see-DJ.PFV-REL  SM2-FUT.II-INF-swim-FV 

  ‘The girls [you saw] are going swimming.’ 

   

b. Úmfâˑzi)  [óthengé  íplâˑsi)] úhlélá   úkúlíma   ísíphîːla.# 

  um-fazi  o-theng-e  i-plasi  u-hlel-a  uku-lim-a  isi-phila 

  1-woman  SM.REL1-buy-CJ.PFV 5-farm SM1-plan-FV INF-cultivate-FV  7-maize 

  ‘The woman [who has bought the farm] is planning to cultivate maize.’ 

 

Disjoint-like forms with -ko frequently have full or partial lengthening of the syllable prior 

to -ko, but in fast speech, lengthening in non-utterance final contexts may be minimal or even 

absent. Lengthening patterns with relative clauses require further study. Examples of object 

relative clauses are shown in (46–48), with the latter two examples additionally contrasting 

slow, careful speech with faster production of the same sentence by the same speaker. Example 

(46) shows an utterance-final -ko form in a clefted context, with full lengthening.  
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(46)  Bantázana)  [óbabonileːko].# 

  ba-ntazana   o-ba-bon-ile-ko 

  COP2-girl   SM.REL.2SG-OM2-see-DJ.PFV-REL 

  ‘It’s the girls [that you saw].’ 

 

Examples (47) and (48) show two phrase-final but utterance-medial -ko forms. In (47), 

production varied between full (0.27 s) and partial (0.13 s) penultimate lengthening before -ko, 

while (48a,b) varied between full (0.24 s) and no noticeable lengthening (or, at the most, 

minimal lengthening, as the second form was pronounced overall much more quickly than the 

first; the penult was measured at 0.09 s, compared to a 0.07 s penult for zibúdisi in the same 

utterance). Note that in (47), the relative clause is followed by an overt subject that is different 

from the subject (and object) of the relative clause, while (48) has no following overt subject, 

and the subject of the main clause is the same as the relative-clause object. The regularity, if 

any, of the length distinction in these two contexts requires additional systematic investigation. 

The differing speech rate versions in (47) and (48) also demonstrate that the lengthening of the 

word preceding the relative clause is optional, as observed with some other subordinate clauses 

above. 

 

(47) a. Faster:  

  Útítjhére)  [ésímthándaˑko)],  

  u-titjhere  esi-m-thand-a-ko  

  1A-teacher  SM.REL.1PL-OM1-like-FV-DJ.REL  

 

  ábáfúndi)  báhlángené  naːye.# 

  aba-fundi  ba-hlangene  na-ye 

  2-student  SM2-meet.CJ.PFV COM-PRO.3SG 

  ‘The teacher [who we like], the students met with him.’ 

b. Slower: 

  Útítjhêˑre) [ésímthándaːko)], ábáfúndi báhlángené naːye.# 

 

(48) a. Faster: 

  Íinto)  [éngízithéthéko)]     zibúdisi   khûːlu.# 

  izi-nto  engi-zi-thethe-ko    zi-budisi  khulu 

  10-thing  SM.REL.1SG-OM10-take.PFV-DJ.REL COP10-heavy  very 

  ‘The things [which I took] are very heavy.’ 

 

 b. Slower:18 

  Íziˑnto) [éngízithéthéːko]) zibúdisi khûːlu.# 

 

Example (49) shows two contexts in which the relative-clause verb is followed by additional 

constituent material and does not end in -ko. No lengthening of the verb is observed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
18 Note that in the slower version, the full class 10 prefix ízi- surfaces, while it is reduced to íi- in normal speech. 
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(49)  a. Úmnákwêˑthu)  [úMâˑry)  ámboné     éndliːni)]  

  u-mnakwethu  u-Mary  a-m-bon-e     e-ndlini  

  1A-my_brother  1A-Mary  SM.REL1-OM1-see-CJ.PFV  LOC9-house.LOC 

 

  ufúndísa   ísíNgǐːsi.# 

  u-fundis-a   isi-Ngisi. 

  SM1-teach-FV  7-English 

 

  ‘My brother, [who Mary saw at the house], teaches English.’ 

 

 b.  Íncwâːdi)  [ÚMâːry) ánginikelé      yoˑná)]  yǐːhle.# 

  i-ncwadi  u-Mary  a-ngi-nikel-e    yona   yi-hle 

  9-book  1A-Mary  SM.REL1-OM.1SG-give-CJ.PFV  PRO9   COP9-nice 

  ‘The book [which Mary gave me] is nice.’ 

 

In the examples above, (49a) is a non-restrictive relative clause, and (49b) is a restrictive 

relative clause. These two relative clause types are not morphosyntactically distinguished in 

isiNdebele, but there may be some prosodic differences. Specifically, in our current limited data 

set, material preceding non-restrictive relative clauses always exhibits at least some degree of 

penultimate lengthening, as in (49a), while lengthening seems to be optional before restrictive 

relative clauses – full or partial lengthening occurs in some, but not all, of our examples (49b 

vs. 45a). This situation may contrast with that of Durban Zulu, where Cheng and Downing 

(2007) report greater systematicity: Durban Zulu non-restrictive relative clauses always phrase 

separately (PUL on preceding head noun phrase), and restrictive relative clauses always phrase 

together with the preceding noun (no PUL on preceding head noun phrase). Our observations 

on isiNdebele are tentative, as we were only able to collect systematic relative clause data from 

one speaker, and the optional lengthening before restrictive relative clauses might be due to that 

speaker’s careful speech. However, lengthening before some restrictive relative clauses 

occurred with this speaker even in more quickly produced utterances, suggesting at least that 

the restrictive/non-restrictive distinction is not universally marked with PUL or the lack thereof. 

 

3.5  Pragmatic factors affecting PUL 

 

As demonstrated with relative clauses in (47) and (48), variable speech rate can increase or 

reduce the amount of lengthening of the penultimate vowel. In addition, emphasis can also be 

expressed by lengthening: In phrase-final words, emphasis adds extra length, and PUL can 

occur on phrase-medial words not normally lengthened, when these words are emphasized. 

Because pragmatic factors were not systematically taken into account in our data collection, 

only some tentative observations are presented here. Appendix A presents a transcribed short 

story demonstrating that full PUL is not always realized in normal speech between utterances 

(of the five sentences, it appears only in sentences 2 and 5). On the other hand, many non-PUL 

vowels are slightly lengthened, as, for example, in the word ngizokwénza in sentence 5 

(Appendix A). 

 

Fully lengthened vowels may occur utterance-medially in slow and/or careful speech; compare 

the fast and slow versions in (50a,b) and (51a,b). In (50a), the subject does not have PUL, while 

it does in (50b). The sentence in (51a) has the regular medium length at the right edge of its 
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phrases, while in (51b), which is pronounced slowly, all vowels in lengthening positions are 

lengthened to full length, with the final PU being even longer than it normally is. 

 

(50) a. Faster: 

  ábáfúndi)  ábáfundé    íncwâːdi#  

  aba-fundi  aba-fund-e    i-ncwadi 

  2-student  SM.REL2-read-CJ.PFV  9-book 

  ‘the students who have read the book’ 

 

b. Slower: 

  ábáfúːndi)  ábáfundêː    íncwâːdi#  

 

(51) a.  Faster: 

  ÚSîˑpho)  ufúná   úkúphékélá   úAyáˑnda)  

  u-Sipho  u-fun-a   uku-phek-el-a   u-Ayanda  

  1A-Sipho  SM1-want-FV  15-cook-APPL-FV 1A-Ayanda  

 

  ikûˑkhu)  áyíphiwe      mfâːzi.# 

  i-kukhu  a-yi-ph-iw-e     m-fazi 

  9-chicken  SM.REL1-OM9-give-PASS-CJ.PFV  COP1-woman 

 

  ‘Sipho wants to cook Ayanda the chicken that the woman gave him.’ 

 

 b.  Slower: 

  ÚSîːpho) ufúná úkúphékélá úAyáːnda) ikûːkhu) áyíphiwe mfâːzi.# 

 

With phrase-final elements that are already lengthened, the lengthening may be further 

reinforced when emphasis is added. For example, the word ‘our [place]’ has full PUL utterance-

medially in (52a), as the location is emphasized over the time. In (52b), the PUL of the word 

bó:ke ‘all’ is longer than that of the utterance-final word. Focused words with optional PUL 

can also be emphasized by lengthening the medium length PU to full length utterance-medially, 

as in (28a) above.  

 

(52) a.  ÚSîˑpho)  úphéké   íkûˑkhu)  kwêːthu)  ízoːlo).# 

  u-Sipho  u-phek-e   i-kukhu  kwethu   izolo 

  1A-Sipho  SM1-cook-CJ.PFV 9-chicken  LOC17.POSS.1PL  yesterday 

  ‘Sipho cooked chicken at our house yesterday.’ 

 

 b. Ábángaːni) éngifundé       naːbó)    bóːke)  bátjhádiːle.#  

  aba-ngani  engi-fund-e       na-bo    boke  ba-tjhad-ile 

  2-friend  SM.REL.1SG-study-CJ.PFV  COM-PRO.3PL  2.all  SM2-marry-DJ.PFV 

  ‘The friends who I studied with have all got married.’ 

 

Pragmatic factors also affect phrase-medial words. In extreme cases of slow and careful speech, 

the PU of every word may be fully lengthened, as in (53a): PUL on the first two words is only 

slightly shorter (around 0.18 s) than on the last two words (around 0.20 s). In (53b), the first 

word and the last word of the sentence have the longest PU (0.23–0.26 s), while the PUs of the 

middle words are slightly shorter (0.18–0.21 s). Of these words, ábáːnyé and bafíːke would be 
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expected to have no PUL at all, and the fact that ábáːnyé ‘some’ has the longest PUL in the 

whole utterance points to the fact that this word is the one emphasized (see Section 3.2 for 

discussion on azǎːnge). 

 

(53) a. Úzotlóːlá    íncwâːdi)  únyáːka)  ózaːko.# 

  u-zo-tlol-a    i-ncwadi  u-nyaka  o-z-a-ko 

  SM1-FUT.I-write-FV  9-letter  3-year  SM.REL3-come-FV-REL 

  ‘He will write a letter next year.’ 

 

b. Ábáːnyé  ábántwâːna)  azǎːnge  bafíːke)   ízoːlo.# 

  aba-nye  aba-ntwana  azange  ba-fik-e   izolo 

  2-some  2-child   never  SM2-arrive-SBJV  yesterday 

  ‘Some children didn’t arrive yesterday.’ 

 

3.6  Summary 

 

Before comparing isiNdebele to other Nguni and other Bantu languages in Section 4, we briefly 

summarize our findings and also restate areas of interest for any further studies on PUL in 

isiNdebele and other Nguni languages. Table 2 lists most of the contexts we have discussed 

above and how PUL can be realized in these contexts. 
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Table 2: Summary of PUL in different contexts. 

 PUL No 

PUL 

Optional 

PUL 

Other remarks 

Utterance types: 

Declaratives; Y/N 

questions; content 

questions; hortatives; 

imperatives; vocatives; 

interjections 

✓   

Vocatives & interjections: except 

when final vowel or the APU is 

lengthened 

Utterance types: 

Exclamatives; ideophones 
 ✓  

 

Paused lists ✓    

Conjoint forms 

 ✓  

Including non-morphologically 

marked forms in which the verb is 

not phrase-final 

Disjoint forms 

✓   

Including non-morphologically 

marked forms in which the verb is 

phrase-final 

Subjects   ✓  

Objects   ✓  

Phrase-medial nouns 

 ✓  

Optional PUL on head noun 

followed by adjectives, numerals, 

connectives 

Phrase-final nouns 
✓   

PUL can be suspended with long 

stems 

Copula/focus constructions   ✓  

Monosyllables 
  ✓ 

Can suspend PUL on preceding 

word 

Non-restrictive relative 

clauses 
✓   

Required at the left edge (word 

preceding the subordinate clause), 

usually at the right edge (last word 

of the subordinate clause)  

Restrictive relative clauses   ✓ Optional at both edges  

Other subordinate clauses 

  ✓ 

More often at the right edge (last 

word of the subordinate clause) than 

at the left edge (word preceding the 

subordinate clause) 

Preverbal auxiliaries ✓    
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As shown above, the main criterion that determines whether a word has PUL is its position in 

the phrase: Phrase-final words have PUL while phrase-medial do not. However, as we have 

seen, phrase boundaries cannot be determined based on PUL alone, as phrase boundaries do not 

always induce PUL and, on the other hand, PUL can be induced by factors other than syntactic 

phrase boundaries. For example, vocatives and exclamatives do not have PUL even in 

utterance-final position, while preverbal auxiliaries often have PUL. Also, PUL is seemingly 

optional in many contexts in isiNdebele, but further studies may reveal conditioning factors that 

have not been taken into account in this study. 

 

The variety of data utilized in the study have revealed many areas ripe for further studies. While 

we have attempted to explore as many types of phrases and utterances as possible, the internal 

structure of the phrases in our data is rather simple. Research on – for example – more complex 

noun phrases or on verb phrases with variable preverbal auxiliaries and other verb forms 

involving several words might shed more light on phrasing in isiNdebele. A closer look at 

subordinate clauses may also reveal more regularities in the realisation of PUL. Of interest are 

also the suspension of PUL in nouns (and possibly other words) that have longer stems, and the 

interaction of underlying vowel length with PUL. 

 

Finally, the conjoint/disjoint distinction is well documented for Nguni languages, but only for 

forms that are morphologically marked for this distinction. Our data show that other verb forms 

can make the same distinction prosodically, though it remains to be seen if this distinction is 

available with all verb forms and if the prosodic marking in these forms is so salient that some 

prosodic forms can only occur in certain contexts or with certain meanings. 

 

4.  IsiNdebele penultimate lengthening in relation to other Nguni languages 

 

Penultimate lengthening in the Nguni languages is a complex phenomenon that involves at least 

phonetics and phonology, utterance types, syntax, information structure, and pragmatics. This 

multidimensionality has stimulated an increase in research on the phenomenon – especially in 

relation to linguistic theories – but it seems that a comprehensive analysis of all aspects of 

penultimate lengthening for any given language is still lacking. In the discussion which follows, 

we compare our initial observations of isiNdebele in these areas with what has been described 

for the other Nguni languages. Since analyses of different languages are different in scope, 

depth, and focus, our comparative discussion is necessarily also somewhat uneven. 

 

On the phonetic/phonological level, we have identified a three-way length distinction in 

isiNdebele, which we have presented as two “layers” of lengthening. In the first layer, syntactic 

structure, together with information structure, determines whether PUL is expected. In the 

second layer, the position of the word within the utterance, together with pragmatic 

considerations, determines how salient the lengthening is. Utterance-final words generally have 

full PUL, while utterance-medial words in phrase-final position have more moderate 

lengthening. However, this basic system sees much variation, both between speakers and in 

different utterances from the same speaker. Emphasis and other pragmatic factors may reinforce 

PUL even in utterance-medial positions. Pragmatic factors may also lengthen the PU of phrase-

medial words that are otherwise not lengthened; they can also suspend lengthening in contexts 

where it is expected. 
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Most accounts looking at PUL from the syntactic point of view mention only the “first layer” 

of PUL, that is, a two-way distinction of the presence vs. the absence of PUL. This distinction 

is described as “phrase-penultimate lengthening” (e.g. Cheng and Downing 2007 on Zulu; 

Donnelly 2009 on Phuthi), more specifically as lengthening of the penult of a phonological 

phrase (e.g. Jokweni 1995 on Xhosa),19 or as prepausal lengthening (e.g. Khumalo 1987; Buell 

2005 on Zulu). However, the factors of the “second layer” seem to be in effect in all Nguni 

languages. The three-way distinction of length – short, medium, and full PUL – has been 

described by, for example, Lanham (1960) and Ziervogel (1967). Lanham (1960:125, 127) 

discusses Zulu, Xhosa, Swazi, and “Rhodesian” Ndebele (Zimbabwean Ndebele) and draws a 

distinction between “the shorter utterance medial ‘penultimate length’ and utterance-final 

‘penultimate length’”. These represent the two types of “imposed length”, that is, length which 

is not a lexical/morphological property of any words. Doke (1973[1927]:25) describes “half-

length” as something that “usually occurs when words are combined or reduplicated, and a long 

stressed syllable has lost its full length and stress”. He adds a fourth length category, “prolonged 

length”, for exclamatory purposes. 

 

Detailed studies on length realisations are mostly missing for the Nguni languages. As 

mentioned before, the variable lengths were noted by scholars decades ago, but the topic has 

not been picked up again since tools for the acoustic analysis of speech became available. A 

recent exception is Zeller, Zerbian and Cook (2017), which presents a controlled experiment 

measuring Zulu speakers’ length distinctions between phrase-medial and phrase-final syllables 

in utterance-medial position. Their study focused on a set of three tense/aspect forms (present, 

future, and remote past), and its observations of length distribution align with our observations 

in isiNdebele. First of all, the phenomenon of PUL is characterised by both inter- and intra-

speaker variation. Nevertheless, a stable difference in average lengths (25–50 milliseconds 

depending on the speaker) was confirmed in the Zulu study. We measured the average lengths 

for one speaker of isiNdebele, and we also found a stable difference, in this case, around 60 

milliseconds. It should be noted that Zeller, Zerbian and Cook (2017) measured syllable length, 

while we measured vowel length. In a study of Xhosa, Bloom Ström (2022) also discusses the 

actual phonetic length of penultimate syllables in different contexts. Although Bloom Ström 

(2022) does not present a controlled experiment, the results confirm a medium length for 

utterance-medial, phrase-final PUs (in Bloom Ström’s analysis, end of phonological phrase, but 

not end of intonational phrase). 

 

As described in Section 2.2, isiNdebele differs from other Nguni languages in its tone spreading 

processes. In isiNdebele, the target of the H tone spread is generally one syllable further to the 

right (see Aunio et al. 2019 for details). This difference raises the question of tone behaviour 

especially in the (phrase-final, utterance-medial) medium-length forms, for which detailed 

descriptions of other Nguni languages are particularly scarce. In isiNdebele, the utterance-

medial position permits the same H tone spread to either the PU or the final syllable both phrase-

medially and phrase-finally; that is, the medium-length forms pattern tonally with the short 

forms. In Zulu, even the less salient lengthening found utterance-medially is prominent enough 

 
19 Jokweni notes that “the process of lengthening the penultimate vowel applies at the right edge of a Phonological 

Phrase […] We give a variety of phrases where the Phonological Phrase boundary exists utterance-medially and 

utterance-finally” (Jokweni 1995:128–129; note that Jokweni only presents two lengths, long and short, despite 

describing two different lengthening contexts). Jokweni states that utterance-medial phrase-final position is NOT 

subject to word-final H deletion (normally operating within phonological phrases), indicating that there are three 

syntactic positions that condition tone realisations (Jokweni 1995:128–129). 
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to block the movement of H tones to the PU (Zeller, Zerbian and Cook 2017:317), meaning that 

the tonal behaviour of the medium-length forms – at least in the verb forms examined by Zeller, 

Zerbian and Cook – patterns with that of the long forms. Donnelly (2009:302) mentions 

“discourse emphasis” used in Phuthi and other Nguni languages, in which the present indicative 

form (ya-) can be used utterance-medially with a short penultimate vowel but behaves tonally 

as a final form: The tone target is the antepenult. The fact that tone realisations follow the 

opposition between the lengthened and the non-lengthened in Zulu, and possibly in some other 

Nguni languages, could indicate that this opposition is more salient in these languages, whereas 

in isiNdebele, phrase-final forms can have different tone patterns depending on their position 

in the utterance and are not so clearly distinguished from phrase-medial forms by tone.  

 

In terms of utterance types, there seem to be some differences among the Nguni languages (see 

Table 3 for an overview). Hyman (2013) presents a study of utterance types in relation to 

penultimate lengthening in utterance-final position. (Zimbabwean) Ndebele (S44) is one of the 

languages in his sample and is reported as having PUL in all examined environments: 

declaratives, yes/no questions, content questions, ideophones, paused lists, imperatives, 

hortatives, vocatives, exclamatives, and vowels preceding monosyllabic words. This is, 

according to Hyman (2013), a possible sign of (Zimbabwean) Ndebele being innovative in 

terms of PUL: PUL probably first marked declarative utterances – as is still the case in, for 

example, Shekgalagari – and gradually spread to other utterance types. While isiNdebele also 

has PUL in most utterance types examined, there are some differences from Zimbabwean 

Ndebele and from other Nguni languages. Exclamatives, ideophones, and some vocatives do 

not have utterance-final PUL in isiNdebele. These utterance types that defy the general rule of 

utterance-final penultimate lengthening may indicate that the general PUL is still in the process 

of spreading to these utterance types (Hyman 2013). 

 

Xhosa and Zulu differ from isiNdebele with regards to questions and exclamative utterances. 

In these languages, yes/no questions do not have PUL at all (or much less than in declaratives), 

while in content and alternative questions there is more variation and optionality (Cope 

1966:49; Khumalo 1981:36; Poulos and Msimang 1998:435; Jones 2011; Bloom-Ström 2022). 

Exclamative utterances, on the other hand, have PUL in Zulu (Cope 1966:49). 

 

Questions in Sindebele (sometimes known as Northern Transvaal Ndebele) contrast with 

questions in isiNdebele but follow a similar pattern to that found in Xhosa and Zulu. Sindebele 

does not have utterance-final PUL in yes/no questions, and utterance-final PUL in content 

questions seems to be at least somewhat optional. We have not yet found evidence of a lack of 

PUL in Sindebele exclamatives.20 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
20 In addition, length seems to be far less prominent (or even absent) as a marker of the left and right boundaries 

of relative clauses in Sindebele. 
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Table 3: Comparison of PUL by utterance type in several Nguni languages: a checkmark ✓ 

indicates that the language has PUL in the relevant context; (✓) indicates that PUL is variably 

found in that context; - indicates that the context lacks PUL; and a question mark indicates that 

we have not yet been able to confirm either the presence or the absence of PUL in that context. 

 isiNdebele Zimbabwean 

Ndebele 

Xhosa Zulu Sindebele 

Declaratives ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Y-N questions ✓ ✓ - - - 

Content 

questions 
✓ ✓ (✓) (✓) (✓) 

Ideophones - ✓ - - ? 

Paused lists ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Imperatives ✓ ✓ ? ? ✓ 

Hortatives ✓ ✓ ? ? ✓ 

Vocatives (✓) ✓ ? ? (✓) 

Exclamatives - ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

 

Penultimate lengthening is often described as the diagnostic for phonological phrasing, which 

coincides with syntactic phrasing in the Nguni languages (e.g. Cheng and Downing 2007), and 

verb phrases involving morphological marking of conjoint and disjoint forms are most often 

studied in this respect. As presented above, this phonological phrasing is rather consistent in 

isiNdebele and also similar to what is described for the other Nguni languages. Conjoint forms 

do not generally allow PUL, but disjoint forms usually have PUL because of their syntactic 

structure, where whatever follows the verb is not phrased within the same vP. However, the 

same kind of clear phrasing difference based on the presence vs. absence of PUL is not easily 

found in other kinds of syntactic constituents in isiNdebele, as most contexts allow for variation 

in lengthening of the PU. This variation is caused by pragmatic factors such as speech rate, but 

also speaker-specific tendencies. 

 

In Durban Zulu, as described by Cheng and Downing (2007), there is a systematic difference 

between non-restrictive and restrictive relative clauses in how they induce PUL. With non-

restrictive relative clauses, the left edge of the relative clause induces PUL on the preceding 

word (the final word of the head noun phrase), while restrictive relative clauses phrase together 

with the preceding word. Again, isiNdebele shows more variation: PUL on the preceding word 

is usually found with non-restrictive relatives, but sometimes also with restrictive relatives. 

 

Lexical long vowels are generally a PUL-suspending context in Nguni languages, including 

isiNdebele. This applies to, for example, monosyllabic words that can suspend PUL on the 

preceding word. This also happens with suffixes with an underlying long vowel, such as the 

conjoint perfective suffix -é with which there is no PUL even in slow speech, but it is the final 

vowel that is lengthened instead. Interjections with lexical long vowels also suspend PUL. 

Ideophones seem to be the only type of words that categorically suspend PUL (except in 

Zimbabwean Ndebele).  
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Lanham (1960:130) lists some words as usually having PUL in Nguni, “probably due to a 

frequent syntactic isolation”, for example, ukuze ‘so that’ (Zulu, Zim. Ndebele), ukuthi ‘that’ 

(Zulu), and kodwa ‘but’ (Xhosa, Zim. Ndebele), but these do not appear to have exceptional 

PUL in isiNdebele. 

 

The characteristics of penultimate lengthening in isiNdebele are generally similar to those in 

the other Nguni languages. However, differences are found in, for example, some non-

declarative utterance types, with grammatical particles, and in tone realisations. That said, intra-

language variation is often greater than the variation found between Nguni languages. The most 

striking difference between our findings for isiNdebele and the existing descriptions of the other 

Nguni languages is the free and pragmatically controlled variation in realisation of PUL in 

isiNdebele and the resulting difficulty of using penultimate lengthening as the sole diagnostic 

for phonological and/or syntactic phrasing. This difference may be an artefact of differing 

elicitation techniques and differences in the data sets examined. 

  

5.  Conclusion 

 

In this paper, we have provided an initial description of the main features of isiNdebele 

penultimate lengthening and have shown that isiNdebele penultimate lengthening has many of 

the features described for other Nguni languages. As the isiNdebele language is still under-

described in most areas (although much work is underway), our study has raised many 

interesting questions which deserve further research in isiNdebele, as well as in other Nguni 

languages and other Bantu languages with PUL. Some of these areas of interest have already 

been mentioned in Section 3.6. In the following discussion, we suggest a few additional areas 

for further investigation.  

 

As the data utilised in this paper come from a variety of speakers in a variety of data collection 

settings, they permit general observations rather than precise comparative measurements. 

Therefore, more controlled experiments are called for. These could target, for example, inter-

speaker differences by measuring the relative lengths of vowels or syllables within words and 

phrases instead of the absolute length measured in this study. Based on the initial findings of 

this study, a set of sentences targeting the interesting lengthening environments could be 

designed and recorded with a larger, more balanced sample of speakers. Additional lengthening 

contexts, going beyond the scope of the present study, should also be studied. These include, 

for example, the length behaviour of verb forms that do not have morphological marking of 

conjoint/disjoint forms, following up on the experiment with speakers of Zulu described in 

Zeller, Zerbian and Cook (2017). Furthermore, perception experiments could shed light on the 

issue of whether tone patterns specific to certain positions in phrasing actually contribute more 

to differentiation of phrasing than do length realisations. Finally, to counterbalance 

experimental data, measurements of PUL in longer, spontaneously produced texts and 

dialogues will give us a better idea of the instantiation and variation of PUL in natural speech. 

The short text in Appendix A represents a first step in this direction for isiNdebele. 

 

The seemingly free variation in the realisation of PUL in many contexts in isiNdebele poses a 

challenge for using PUL as the sole diagnostic for phonological and subsequent syntactic 

phrasing, which seems to work in a much more straightforward way in Zulu (Cheng and 

Downing 2007, 2009) and Xhosa (Bloom Ström 2022). As suggested by Zeller, Zerbian and 

Cook (2017) for Zulu, it is possible that these languages have two types of phonological 
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boundaries: the intonational phrase boundary that is marked by full PUL at the right edge of the 

phrase, and another, less salient, boundary marking a smaller prosodic unit, as demonstrated by 

the three degrees of lengthening. This seems to be exactly the case in Xhosa, where devoicing 

marks the end of intonational phrases but not smaller phonological phrases (Bloom Ström 

2022). As other possible phonological diagnostics of different types of phonological phrasing., 

Zeller, Zerbian and Cook (2017) suggest preboundary lengthening and possible resetting of 

downstepped H tones after a phrase boundary. Another question regarding different types of 

boundaries concerns the extent to which utterance-medial, pragmatically induced full 

lengthening affects the realisation of tones. Our analysis predicts that utterance-final H tones 

would be realised in these contexts, but it is possible that full lengthening signals such a strong 

boundary that tonal properties are reset, and final H tones would therefore not surface. These 

contexts should be systematically studied in isiNdebele. 

 

While most utterance types make use of regular PUL in isiNdebele, there is variation that calls 

for further examination. For example, PUL is sometimes suspended in vocatives, and it is not 

clear in the light of current data whether this suspension is related to the H tone of the final 

syllable. More broadly, as there seems to be variation as to which utterance types employ 

penultimate lengthening in different Nguni languages, a comparative study of Nguni utterance 

types, possibly extended to other southern Bantu languages, could shed light on the historical 

development of PUL. 

 

This article presents the first descriptive account of PUL in isiNdebele. We have attempted to 

present the basic features of PUL and some of factors that interact with it; a comprehensive 

description of the phenomenon in isiNdebele would require an entire book. We measured 

phonetic realisations of PUL in numerous contexts and defined the system to comprise three 

length categories, which also interact with the realisation of tones on the penultimate and final 

syllables. We have shown that in addition to utterance type and syntactic structures, pragmatic 

factors, inter-speaker differences, and conditions such as speech rate can influence the 

production of PUL in various contexts. While broad trends are clear, there is considerable 

variation in the details. We hope that this preliminary account, which has illustrated this 

variation, will catalyse further study of PUL in isiNdebele and in other Nguni languages, both 

in controlled experimental settings and in more naturalistic settings, ultimately leading to a 

better understanding of the range and limits of variation in PUL, the factors that condition PUL, 

and, more broadly, how phrasing works in Bantu languages. 

 

 

Abbreviations and conventions 

 

numbers refer noun classes (1–17, 1A) 

1PL first person plural 

1SG first person singular 

2PL second person plural 

2SG second person singular 

3PL third person plural 

3SG third person singular 

* ungrammatical 

underlining  underlying H tone 

)  phrase boundary 

#  utterance boundary 

] subclause boundary 

AP adjective prefix 

APPL applicative 

APU  ante-penult(imate) 

CJ conjoint 

COM comitative 

CON  connective 

COP copula 

CSC consecutive 
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DEM demonstrative 

DJ disjoint 

FUT future 

FV final vowel 

H  high tone 

HAB habitual 

HORT hortative 

IDE ideophone 

IMP imperative 

INF infinitive 

INTJ interjection 

IPFV imperfective 

LOC locative 

NEG negation 

OM object marker 

PFV perfective 

PASS passive 

PER persistive 

PL plural 

POSS possessive 

POT potential 

PP pronominal (concord) prefix 

PRO pronoun 

PRS present 

PST past 

PTCP participle 

PU  penult(imate) 

PUL penultimate lengthening 

Q question particle 

REL relative (marker) 

REM remote past 

SBJV subjunctive 

SG singular 

SIT situative 

SM Subject marker 

TBU tone-bearing unit 
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Appendix A: A sample text of isiNdebele 

 

This is a sample isiNdebele text with vowel lengths marked in seconds on the row below the 

text line. All length measures in this text are approximate as segmentation is challenging in 

many contexts. While PUL is always relative at least to some extent, we have marked mid-

length (ˑ) in the text whenever the realised length is between 0.11 and 0.19 seconds. Longer 

PUL (>0.20 s) is marked as full lengthening (ː). Vowels not realised at all are in parentheses. 

Surface tones are marked. 

 

(.) pause under 0.2 s 

(-) pause 0.2–0.5 s 

(---) pause 0.8–1.0 s 

 

1. Yěˑtjheː (-)  ngizónícocélǎˑ (-)   ngalókhoˑ    éng(i)zóˑkwéˑnzaˑ (-) 

0.11/0.26   0.08/0.10/0.05/0.10/0.12  0.07/0.09/0.12 0.06/0/0.12/0.12/0.12 

yetjhe   ngi-zo-ni-cocel-a   nga-lokho    engi-zo-ku-enz-a  

hello    SM.1SG-FUT.I-OM.2PL-tell-FV LOC-DEM.II.17  SM.REL.1SG-FUT.I-INF-do-FV  

 

és(i)kháthíní   ésízaˑ(ko) (-)  kúngábá    minyáká (-)  

0.04/0/0.05/0.04/0.07 0.04/0.06/0.15/0  0.08/0.09/0.08 0.04/0.09/0.08 

esi-khathini   esi-z-a-ko    kungaba    mi-nyaka  

LOC7-time.LOC   SM.REL7-come-FV-REL  maybe    4-year  

 

émíhlâˑnú (.)   éˑzaˑkóˑ     úk(u)súkéla    kwanjéˑs(i). (---) 

0.06/0.06/0.11/0.09 0.13/0.12/0.11  0.05/0/0.04/0.07/0.06 0.07/0.11/0 

emi-hlanu    e-z-a-ko    uku-sukel-a    kwanjesi 

AP4-five    SM.REL4-come-FV-REL  INF-start_from-FV   LOC.now 

 

Hello, I will tell you about what I will do in the future, maybe five years from now.’ 

 

2. Ngiz(i)misélé    bónaː  ngíz(i)thengéle    íkólóˑyi  

0.06/0/0.06/0.05/0.05  0.06/0.21 0.05/0/0.06/0.08/0.04   0.06/0.07/0.11/0.05 

ngi-zimisel-e    bona  ngi-zi-theng-el-e    i-koloyi  

SM.1SG-determine-SBJV  that SM.1SG-OM10-buy-APPL-SBJV   9-car 

 

ókúˑngeˑyǎːmi. (-) 

0.05/0.11/0.13/0.23/0.08 

oku-nge-y-ami 

REL.COP17-COP.POSS-PP9-POSS.1SG 

‘I intend to buy myself my own car [lit. car which will be mine].’ 

 

3. Ng(i)zasé   ng(i)khéthé   bóna   mhlóbo   bán(i)  

0/0.07/0.08   0/0.10/0.07   0.07/0.09 0.09/0.09 0.09/0 

ngi-za-se    ngi-kheth-e   bona   m-hlobo  ban(i)  

SM.1SG-FUT.III-COP  SM.1SG-choose-SBJV that  3-type  which 
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(w)ekólóy(i)  éng(i)ngathánda    uk(u)bá    náwoˑ. (---) 

0.06/0.03/0.06/0 0.10/0/0.10/0.07/0.05  0.05/0/0.09   0.10/0.12 

we-koloyi   engi-nga-thand-a    uku-b-a   nawo 

CON3.9-car  SM.REL.1SG-POT-want-FV INF-be-FV   COM-PRO.1SG 

 

‘I will just choose which type of car I would like to have.’ 

 

4. Uk(u)súkela   láphoː (.) kungásé   kenzeˑkéˑ-kêː, (.)  bése 

0.05/0/0.06/0.06/0.07 0.09/0.20 0.09/0.10/0.09 0.09/0.15/0.11/0.28  0.08/0.06 

uku-sukel-a   lapho  ku-nga-se   k-enzek-e=ke    bese 

INF-start_from-FV DEM.II.16 SM17-POT-COP SM17-happen-SBJV=then  and 

 

ngénzeˑ  íimfúndo   zǎmí    zeHónórs   úˑk(u)yá 

0.07/0.11  0.09/0.03/0.07 0.08/0.05  0.08/0.07/0.08 0.12/0/0.10 

ng-enz-e   iim-fundo   z-ami   ze-Honors   uku-y-a 

SM.1SG-do-SBJV 10-study  PP10-POSS.1SG CON10.9-honors INF-go_to-FV 

 

phézulú (-)  uk(u)fínyélél(a)    éˑmfúndwení  (-)  zeMásters. (---) 

0.09/0.07/0.07 0.07/0/0.07/0.07/0.06/0  0.18/0.04/0.09/0.06  0.07/0.08/0.09 

phezulu   uku-finyelel-a    eem-fundweni   ze-Masters 

above  INF-reach-FV   LOC10-study.LOC  CON10.9-masters 

 

‘From there, it could happen that I do my Honors studies, to progress to reach my masters 

studies.’ 

 

5. Béseˑ-kêː, (-) és(i)kháthíni   esízaˑkóˑ     (ngi)ngáthanda  

0.0/0.11/0.24 0.05/0/0.07/0.05/0.06 0.08/0.07/0.14/0.14 0/0.07/0.07/0.7 

bese=ke,   esi-khathini   esi-z-a-ko    ngi-nga-thand-a 

and=then  LOC7-time.LOC  SM.REL7-come-FV-REL SM.1SG-POT-want-FV 

 

bóná   ngíz(i)vuléleˑ (.)    (i)bhiz(i)nísi  ékúngeˑyaˑmí, (-) 

0.07/0.08 0.05/0/0.02/0.07/0.11  0/0.10/0.09/0.06 0.08/0.07/0.11/0.12/0.09 

bona  ngi-zi-vulel-e    i-bhizinisi   eku-nge-y-ami,  

that  SM.1SG-OM10-open-SBJV 9-business  REL.COP17-COP.POSS-PP9-POSS.1SG 

 

‘Then in the future I would like to open my own business …’ 

 

laphó  ngizokwénza    khonâˑ (-) índaˑwo   yok(u)láˑla 

(hesitation)  

0.07/0.09 0.07/0.10/0.09/0.10  0.08/0.18 0.05/0.13/0.10 0.08/0/0.11/0.07 

lapho  ngi-zo-kwenza    khona  i-ndawo  yoku-lal-a 

DEM.II.16 SM.1SG-FUT.I-INF-do-FV 17.PRO 9-place  CON9.INF-sleep-FV

  

bónáː  ábáˑvakátjh(i)   báˑkwâˑzí (-)  ukúthi    

0.07/0.20 0.06/0.12/0.09/0.09 0.11/0.17/0.09 0.06/0.07/0.05  

bona   aba-vakatjhi   ba-kw-azi   ukuthi   

that  2-visitor   SM2-INF-know that 
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nabávakatjhélêˑ     iSéwúla    Áfríka (-)  namkha   

0.07/0.08/0.07/0.07/0.07/0.12 0.06/0.05/0.05/0.06 0.06/0.07/0.08 0.06/0.09 

na-ba-vakatjh-el-e    i-Sewula    Afrika   namkha  

SIT- SM2-visit-APPL-SBJV  9-South   Africa  or 

 

íMpúmálanga    báˑbeˑ   néndaˑwóˑ (-)  yoˑk(u)láːla. 

0.07/0.05/0.07/0.07/0.06 0.11/0.15  0.08/0.13/0.11 0.12/0/0.20/0.07 

i-Mpumalanga    ba-b-e   nendawo    yoku-lal-a 

9-Mpumalanga   SM2-be-SBJV COM.9-place CON9.INF-sleep-FV 

 

‘... where I would make a place of accommodation (a place to sleep) so that visitors visiting 

South Africa or Mpumalanga will have a place to sleep.’ 
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